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reek shipping is in the
throes of a sea change.
Increasingly tight international environmental standards mean that the
fleet, while still old, is slowly
having to modernise.
The process will be hastened
by the introduction July 1 of the
International Maritime Organisation's International Safety Management (ISM) Code.
This requires mandatory implementation of extensive safety
procedures and regular monitoring of compliance.
Port authorities in the developed world say they will ban
ships that do not conform.
Banks and insurers are making provision of their services
contingent on shipowners having
the requisite certification.
Data is hard to come by on
just how many Greek companies
will pass the test.
Some sources suggest that

G

most will make it but with
smaller companies having to
hand over oper a tions to
professional management
companies.
Others say that up to 30 %
could fail and either be
consigned to trading in third
world ports, where checks are
not so stringent, or go out of
business.
The Greek-owned fleet is still
the largest in the world but the
flag-fleet is contracting because
of legislation which requires high
levels of expensive Greek crew.
Owners say this makes vessels
flying the flag uncompetitive
compared to ships registered
under flags of convenience
which have few or no manning
regulations.
Cash flow has been hit by the
economic crisis in the Far East.
Volumes of cargoes have
plummeted particularly for the
bulk traders who carry coal ,

Greek beneficially owned fleeta
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" Vessels of over 1,000 grt. Ministry of Merchant Marine figures measure vessels of over 100 grt
flying the Greek flag which includes tugs, support vessels, fishing boats and some yachts.
Source: Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee

chemicals and ore to these
countries. Petroleum shipments
have also fallen but less so.
With large volumes of tonnage
chasing fewer cargoes, rates for a
time early this year halved.
Shipowners still have deep
pockets but are reluctant to
spend their own cash when they
can borrow.
International banks and institutional lenders currently have
great liquidity and until the
recent downturn in the freight
market had been cutting rates
on shipping loans and snapping
up 'junk' bonds (unamortised
loans) at relatively cheap rates
of interest.
Conservative shipowners say
they fe ar a repeat of the early
1980s crisis when too many
vessels in the market led to a
collapse with many bankruptcies
and many banks getting out of
shipping altogether.
A younger breed of owners,
business school trained and
corporate oriented , believe
they comprehend complex debt
and stock markets and are vigorously pursuing new equity
sources.
This requires more disclosure
and more transparency which is
in line with developments in the
Greek economy generally and
should prove a good thing for the
industry long term.
Shipping is still almost a tax
free business and, if an entrepreneur can raise the entry capital, it
can be vastly lucrative.
The Greek shipping community is estimated to be worth
some $60 bn. Bank estimates put
the value of vessels at around
$20 bn and the worth of owners
at some $40 bn in cash and other
assets with less than 5% of the
assets tied up in static investments such as buildings and
other businesses.
Shipowners ' borrowing is
estimated to be around $10 bn
from banks with another $1-2 bn
in debt through recent bond
issues. That still leaves net worth
of the order of $48 bn, equivalent
to around 40% of Greek GDP.

By
ROBERT
McDONALD
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Largest fleet but flight from the flag
eek interests have the
argest beneficially owned
merchant fleet in the
world. According to figures compiled by Lloyd's Register of
Shipping for the London-based
Greek Shipping Co-operation
Committee in February 1998,
the number of vessels totalled
3,358 of 78.9 mn gross
registered tons (grt) or 133.6
mn deadweight tons ( dwt).

G

der its onerous terms (see flag
below).
As a consequence, the contribution of shipping which in the
early 1980s covered nearly half
the Greek trade deficit and
contributed close to 5% ofGDP,
today covers only around 12% of
the deficit and contributes less
than 2% to GDP.
Both the number of Greek
flagged vessels and their contri-

Profile of Greek fleeta by flag and age
No. of vessels

Tonnage gross (grt)

Tonnage deadweight (dwt)

Beneficial ownership
Greek
...... ........ .......... .. ..
World
%Greek
Greek flag

3,358
78.9
36,255
564.6
. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. ... .. .... . ................................. . . .. . .... . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. ••...
9.3
14.0
946
27.8
·· ·· ···· ··· ····· ·· ········ ··· ····· ·······
%of Greek fleet
28.2
35.3
... ...... ... ... ......... .... ....... ...... .. ....... · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · · · ·· .. ... ... .. ......... ...................... ···· ··· ·····
%of World fleet
2.6
4.9

133.6
844.7
15.8
47.9
35.8
5.7

' Vessels of over 1,000 grt as of February 19, 1998
Source: Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee

This means that
The Greek
one in every six
beneficially
tons of cargo carowned fleet is
the largest in
rying capacity in
Greek flag vessels
the world
the world is owned
accounting for
fell during the
by Greek interests.
course of 1997 by a
But only 28.2% of one in every six
tons of cargo
net 41 according to
the vessels and
carrying
35.8% of the tonthe Co-operation
capacity. But
nage fly the Greek
only a third fly
committee
fleet
flag bec_ause of
the Greek flag.
survey; 154 other
what owners consi- L ____-=.__t::::=::::J vessels (net) were

Contribution of Greek shipping to the Greek economy
... . .

1993

1994

1995

1996

... . . .

1,024

1,093

1,120

1,099

987

946

47.3

54.5

55.6

54.3

49.3

47.9

.. ... .. .... ... .. .... ... ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

1997

1998

Greek flag fleet
No.

.. .... . .. .. . ..... . .. . .. . .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . .

dwt(mn)
Foreign exchange earnings

1,920

1,957

2,191

2,264

2,104

n/a

%invisible
receipts
...... . .................... . .. . .. . •• •.. . .

11 .3

10.4

10.9

11 .1

10.7

n/a

%cover. . of
trade deficit
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. . .... ... ...... .

15.3

14.5

12.8

12.3

11.3

n/a

2.1

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.7

n/a

$mn

%GOP

. ....... .

Sources: Economist Intelligence Unit, Bank of Greece
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acquired by Greeks but joined other registers 1•
According to the Panhellenic
Seamen's Federation (PNO)
there were 120,000 Greek seamen 20-years ago. Today the
Federation has just 19,000 members.
Despite the rundown the
Greek flag fleet is by far the
largest in the European Union
accounting in 1996 for 48% of all
EU flagged ships. But this too is
changing as other EU registries
relax flag rules or establish
parallel registers which require
high operational and safety
standards but afford tax and crew
rates comparable with flags of
convenience2•
The average age of the Greek
fleet is 20.2 years compared to
16.8 for the rest of the world
fleet, however, when the average
is adjusted for carrying capacity
in terms of deadweight the
average age of the Greek fleet is
18 compared to 13.8 for the rest
of the world.
The most marked disparities
are in liquid gas carriers where
the average age of Greek vessels
is 21.3 years compared to a world
average of 13.9 years, container
vessels 18.8 compared to 10.3,
and passenger ships 27.8
compared to 19.6.
Of the newbuildings on order
only 89 or 4.2% are for Greek
owners with capacity of 81.6 mn
dwt, 8.4% of the total.
The figures suggest the
majority of Greek owners are
continuing traditional practices
of buying second hand and
running older vessels longer than
most of their competitors .
It is only the larger, more modem companies that are refurbishing fleets through newbuilding and acquisition programmes.
' According to John Lyras, president of
the Union of Greek Shipowners, the
gross figures were 120 ships quit the
register and 350 joined other registers .
2

Norway, Denmark, Germany, France
and Finland have all established parallel,
or international, registers.

Registry requires many Greeks

Greek seamen are expensive compared to crew from third
world and developing countries

vessels aged 5 - 9 years and then
o qualify for the Greek
taper off quite sharply until they
registry a vessel must be
are nearly halved for vessels over
51% owned by Greek
30 years of age - one of the
interests. This provision is under
reasons contributing to the
challenge in the European
elderliness of the fleet. (There
Court of Justice on the grounds
are, however, surcharges applied
that it discriminates against
to vessels built before 1975.)
other EU nationals.
Tax is calculated by multiRegistered vessels pay no tax
plying the rates according to
on trading profits or on dividend
coefficients related to tonnage.
distributions from the shipownThe coefficients are
ing company to
To qualify for the
in inverse proshareholders
Greek registry a
portion to the size
(Law 29/75).
vessel must be
of the vessel, i.e.,
Neither is
51% owned by
the
largest apply to
there tax on the
Greek interests.
the
smaller
vessels
Tax is paid on
proceeds of sales
tonnage
rather
and
vice
versa.
or insurance setthan trading
The corollary of
tlements or inheprofits but a high
such a favourable
ritence duties.
proportion of
tax regime (which
Ships used to
Greek seamen
ship owners neverbe exempt from
must be
theless say is up to
employed.
2.4%
stamp
ten times more
duties on tranexpensive than some open
sactions including loans,
registries ') is that shipowners
purchases, repairs and chandling.
must maintain a high compleBut the 1997 budget, which cut a
ment of Greek seamen. Vessels
wide range of tax exemptions for
must comply with international
businesses and individuals,
safe manning levels. These derevoked this privilege.
pend on the level of automation
The basic tax payable is a levy
and
size of the ship.
based on the age and tonnage of
Under rules which prevailed
the vessel. Rates are highest on

T

Tonnage tax rates
$/GRT

until September 1997, 60% of
the crew of a Greek flagged vessel were supposed to be Greek.
The remaining 40 % could be
non-Greeks provided it could be
proven that no Greek seamen
was available to fill the particular
job. Getting exemption was relatively easy but it still meant
having at least nine Greeks on a
15-man ship.
Greek seamen are expensive
compared to crew from third
world and developing countries
such as Bangladesh, the Phillipines and eastern Europe.
Greeks command around $2,000
a month compared to $400 a
month for the foreign crew.
The International Transportworkers Federation has allowed
that crew from such countries
should get rates commensurate
with salaries prevailing ashore in
their home country. The rates
have been fixed in bilateral
agreements.
Foreign seamen are responsible for their own social security
and wages are supposed to reflect
this fact. These are described as
ITF-ok, or yellow card rates.
However, the provision is
seldom enforced outside European, North American and
Australian ports and some
shipowners pay what are known
as blue card rates which are even
cheaper.
Open registries such as Liberia, Panama, Cyprus, and Malta have no mandatory crewing
requirements so that, e.g., there
are Greek owned vessels registered under flags of convenience sailing simply with a
Greek master and all foreign
BUSINESS FILE 7
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The PNO flag case
Precis of an interview with John Halas, General
Secretary Panhellenic Seamen's Federation
because we need to
maintain the national
character of the vessels
and in order that in later
days these people will
come ashore to run the
offices of the shipowners .
Banks give funds to
people with know how.
We have to keep that
know how in Greece as
much as we can .
If we want to have vessels
John Halas
that fly the Greek flag we
general secretary, Panhellenic Seamen's
have to have tripartite
Federation:
discussions If the cabotage is lifted, then host state
shipowners, union and
regulations must be maintained. But host state
rules will mean that vessels are manned with EU, government - in which
everybody agrees to the
not third country, seamen; and, even with EU,
extent which it is possible .
90% and more would be Greeks
One of the core problems
reece is a country of 3, 000
is social security. We had 120,000
islands in which
seamen 20 years ago. Today we
communication is mainly by sea.
have 60 ,000 pensioners and
In 2004 the protection of
28,000 in service [19,000
cabotage ends. We are fighting to
unionised] .
sustain the cabotage because we
We either have to keep people in
believe the socio-economic
work or have state subsidy of the
problems of the islands - the
pensions.
reason it was established - have
We agree with the tightening up
not been solved . (Partly this is
of the rules on who qualifies for a
because of the security problem
seaman 's book.
with Turkey.)
Before, anyone up to 45-years
If the cabotage is lifted, then host
old could ask for a book and the
state regulations must be
only requirement was a health
maintained. As we are part of the
check .
European Union we are open to
Now, the maximum age [to start]
European seafarers. We belong
is 30 , they must have completed
to the same family. But host state
high school and they must take
rules will mean that vessels are
lessons and have passed exams
manned with EU , not third
in firefighting from the
country, seamen ; and , even with
government schoool at
EU, 90% and more would be
Skaramanga.
Greeks. Under IMO rules, the
We are fighting to keep jobs for
crew of passenger vessels must
all seafarers. But I'm afraid that if
speak the language of the
we do not address the problem
country.
jointly, and immediately, we will
Besides this we have to have
lose even what we have up to
seafarers for ocean going vessels
this moment.

G

cr ew ; so m e even fo r go Greek
masters.
Even some quality E uropean
r egistries, such as the N etherl ands and the U K r equire only
the m aster" to be a citizen of the
flag state.
G reek own er s say that th e
8 BUSINESS FILE

cr ew cos ts associ at ed with h aving to m eet the high m anning
levels makes it uncompetitive to
f l y th e G r eek fl ag. Th ey h ave
l obbied intensively to h ave the
manning levels lower ed.
In 1997 the M inistry of M erch an t Marin e adjusted l evel s

John Lyras
pres ident, Union of Greek Shipowners:
The government should realise that
shipping is a particularly liberalised
and globalised sector of the world
economy and "any kind of
interventionism or protectionism is
doomed"
slight ly . A cco rdin g t o f i gures
provided by th e PNO the new
reg ul at i o n s r equire b et wee n
eig ht and 11 G r eeks on board
eac h vesse l d ep endin g up o n
size.
It ass um es th at th e entir e
off i ce r co mplem e nt will b e
G r eek - including the captain,
chi ef m at e and seco nd office r
and th e fi r st , second and thir d
engineer s - but it also assumes
that the ship will carry a Greek
bosun (for em an) and cook and
so m e A B s ( able b o di ed sea men).
Ship o wn e r s c an c h oose
whi chever r egime they wi sh t o
apply. Under the form er th ey
are re qui re d to m ake soc i al
sec urity co ntributi o n s equivalent to the f ull ships' complem ent, w her eas under th e new
reg im e th ey o nly mu st m ak e
co n t ri b u t i on s f or th e Greeks
that they hir e. The ministry says
th at t hi s i s an improv em en t ;
sh ip owner s say that it m ore or
l ess c as ts in stone m annin g
l evel s th at w ere applied m o r e
flexibly before.
The Seam ens' Union claims
that in fact the r egul ati ons are
no t properly enf orced. " There
ar e not enough flag inspectors at
wo rldwid e po rt s of call ," says
PN O ge n eral secretary John
Halas. "Exceptions ar e m ade.

GREEK SHIPPING
Nothing is adhered to properly."
Shipowners say that they do
not object to the requirement to
have Greek officers but say that
the enforced employment of
Greeks as ordinary seamen
means that they cannot fly the
flag and compete with open
registry vessels. Owners who
have long supported the Greek
flag have begun to quit the
registry and new acquisitions are
not being listed.
John Lyras, president of the
Union of Greek Shipowners ,
summed up the phenomenon at
the Union 's February AGM as
"flight and avoidance". He said
that the government should realise that shipping is a particularly
liberalised and globalised sector
of the world economy and that
"any kind of interventionism or
protectionism is doomed".
For example, a Greek-flagged
Panamax with a crew complement of 18- 20would pay $45,000
- $50,000/month in salary costs. A

Safe manning levels

Source: Ministry of Merchant Marine

non-Greek flagged vessel would
pay $40 ,000 yellow-card and
$30,000 blue-card.
The tonnage tax for a Greek
flagged Panamax would be of the
order of $50,000/yr compared to
$5,000- $7,000 under an open
registry flag.
It means that the Greek flag
costs an operator an additional
$160,000 a year.
"In general terms," says Constantine Caroussis, director of
Chios Navigation, "Greek seamen are among the best in the
world. Certainly in engine room
maintenance good Greeks are
difficult to beat. They're better
seamen . There are hidden
benefits you can't calculate.
"In good times, it's a cost that
Greeks , being patriotic, are
probably willing to pay."
But in the present shipping
slump rates have halved and a
good Panamax may only earn $1
mn a year gross - older ones
much less. " It may make the
difference whether a ship lays up
or not," says Caroussis.
George Gratsos, president of
the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, thinks the measures are
"inadequate" and "don't address
the issue of competitiveness".
Gratsos, whose company Standard Bulk which operates three

Greek flag crew
requirements
Vessel size (grt)'

Up to 30,000
30,001-60,000
60,001-100,000. . . . . . . .
100,001 +

No. of Greek crew

8
9
10
. . . . . . ... ...
11

• According to George Gratsos, president of
the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, the
tonnage brackets are: 3,000-20,000;
20,00 1-45,000; 45,001 -100,000; and,
100,001 +
Source: Panhe/lenic Seamen's
Federation

ships that have always flown the
Greek flag , recently removed
one from the registry.
Even the PNO thinks that the
policy is counterproductive. As
ships leave the registry, ever increasing numbers of its members
are being laid off - some 500
bridge officers lost jobs last year
- exactly the opposite of what
the legislation sets out to achieve.
"I don't believe the problem is
solved with this arrangement,"
says PNO secretary general John
Halas. "It doesn 't address the
needs of the owners and it
doesn 't protect seamen. What
we need is a three-sided policy
which addresses the needs of the
country, the owners and the
seamen."

International Safety Management (ISM) Code
orld shipping is governed
by a number of conventions adopted under the
aegis of the United Nation's
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) and implemented
nationally. One of the core conventions is SOLAS - Safety of
Life at Sea - which sets shipboard safety and operating standards designed to protect vessels,
crews and the environment.
National registration authorities
are supposed to certify that vessels comply with these standards
so that port authorities should

W
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have only to check a vessel's
paperwork to determine whether
the ship is in good order.
However, some flag states are
more rigorous than others in the
application of standards and even
large registries such as Panama,
Cyprus and Malta are notorious
for their laxity. National port
authorities carry out their own
inspections, so-called port state
control, to ensure compliance.
National enforcement agencies
have been coming together in socalled
memorandum
of
understanding (MOU) groups to

co-ordinate port state control
and to collate data on substandard vessels. The oldest and
best organised of these is the
Paris MOU which embraces all
the members of the EU plus
Canada, Russia, Poland and
Croatia. More recently there
have been MOU's established for
the Asia Pacific region, the
Caribbean and Latin America.
There are also strong national
bodies such as the US Coast
Guard.
In an effort to ensure greater
compliance with its rules the

IMO added to SO LAS in 1993 an
International Safety Management (ISM) Code which will
be mandatorily applicable to
most ocean going vessels as of
July 1, 1998. The Code requires
shipping companies and vessels:
• to make provision for safe
practices in ship operation and a
safe working environment;
• to establish safeguards
against identifiable risks; and,
• to improve safety management skills through continuous
training.
Owners, managers and charterers are required to establish
safety management systems
(SMS) which ensure compliance
with all IMO codes and guidelines. This requires them:
• to draw up a safety and environmental protection policy;
• to issue instructions for staff
ashore and crews at sea to implement this policy;
• to define responsibilities,
authorities and lines of communication for implementation between shore and shipboard personnel;
• to establish procedures for
responding to emergencies and
reporting accidents; and,
• to establish systems for
checking that all the above is
being done.

Safety manuals
Companies must draw up a
Safety Management Manual
with accompanying detailed
plans and instructions for staff on
routines to prevent accidents and
pollution and responses to follow
should they happen. At least one
person in the company hierarchy
must be designated as responsible for planning and implementing this policy.
The safety management systems are to be checked (the
jargon word is audited) either by
national registry authorities or by
designated classification societies such as the American Bureau of Shipping or Lloyd's
Register. 3

The International Maritime Organisation's convention on Standards of Training
Certification and Watchkeeping provides for education in seafaring skills and
monitoring of their maintenace

Companies and vessels which
meet the standards are issued
with a document of compliance
(DOC) for having established the
SMS and a safety management
certificate (SMC) for having
introduced measures to apply it.
The audit is exhaustive and
can take up to four days for an
office and two days for a ship. The
checks cover everything from
emergency
procedures
for
changing from main to auxiliary
steering gear to what the cook
does with used oil from the
galley's deep fryer. The system
requires maintenance of logs and
ledgers, ranging from daily work
books, to masters' handover
notes, to compass error books
and chart correction lists. There
are more than 100 checklists to be
be completed, reported and filed.
Some 19,000 passenger ships,
oil and chemical tankers, bulk
carriers, gas carriers and cargo
vessels of over 500 tons will have
to comply by July 1; all other
vessels and mobile offshore
drilling rigs by July 1, 2002.
The measures are only those
that a well-managed company or
ship-shape vessel ought to have in
place and the Code is designed
simply to provide a means of
checking that they are. But many

Greek operators have balked at
the measures saying that it
creates unnecessary paperwork
to the point of distracting officers
and crew from safe shiphandling
in order to cope with the
bureaucracy.

Zero tolerance
Many Greek owners delayed
putting the necessary measures
in place assuming that there
would be a postponement of the
deadline or that they could get by
without compliance for some time. But watchdog agencies have
seized on the mandatory nature
of the Code to try to exclude substandard ships from their ports
once and for all.
The US coastguard has said
that it will show "zero tolerance"
to non-compliant vessels. Masters will have to provide details of
their DOC and SMC with their
advance notice of arrival; without
these they will be ordered to quit
US waters and not to return until
proof of compliance is provided.
3

Most countries will accept audits done by
a classification society provided that it is
one of the 10 members of the International
Association of Classification Soc1eties
(lACS), which unites the best in the
business. More than 9B'Io of the Greek fleet
is classified by lACS societies.
BUSINESS FILE 11
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If they somehow slip through the
net, the vessel will be detained
and subjected to rigorous
inspection. If defects are found
the ship will be held until these
are corrected and then escorted
from US waters and told not to
return until it complies. The
registry state authorities will be
notified that the vessel is noncompliant which should mean
sanctions applied by the flag
state.
The Paris MOU states have
said that a ship without a safety
management certificate on
board will be detained until the
head office of the company or the
flag state provides one. If it is not
forthcoming then the ship will be
detained until immediately identifable deficiencies are put right
when it will be ordered to leave
the port. The vessel will be
refused all subsequent access
until it produces valid ISM
documentaton. The Paris MOU
plans a three-month inspection
blitz post July 1 in which it plans
to visit some 4,000 vessels.
Leading shipping banks have
said that they will require
certification of a company before
they will grant it loans.
"As a bank we have always
had to check that the necessary
certificates for trade were in
place before we could grant a
loan," says Dimitri Anagnostopoulos, general manager for
shipping at ABN AMRO. "It's
always been a general condition
indirectly covered in our contracts in the past. Now it will be
covered by specific clauses. As a
bank we have sent a letter to our
customers asking for a certificate
or an explanation of what they're
doing to comply."
At Citibank all new loan
commitments offered since
fourth quarter 1997 have had to
be accompanied by a commitment from the shipowner to
secure certification by the due
date.
Most of the P&I clubs (protection and indemnity insurance
pools) also have said that they
12 BUSINESS FILE

Emmanuel Vordonis,
president and executive director,
Thenamaris (Ship Management) Inc.
"We interpreted this mandatory
requirement [the ISM Code) as an
opportunity to refresh our existing
system .... The process gave us the
chance to rationalise, improve and
accelerate our training effort."

George Gratsos,
president, Standard Bulk:
. "The ISM legislation ... [is) simple,
straight forward and quite shipping
wise .... Any company that was working
decently should have had no problem
[getting certification)."

will make compliance a
requirement of club membership. The Steamship Mutual
Underwriting Association, e.g.,
now requires that members
" ... shall at all times maintain the
validity of such statutory
certificates as are issued by or on
behalf of the state of the vessel's
flag in relation to such requirements and in relation to the
International Safety Management (ISM) Code." Members
found to be non-compliant will
"not be entitled to any recovery
from the Club" unless the directors for some reason collectively
deem otherwise.
The Union of Greek Shipowners fought a prolonged rear-

guard action against the Code
arguing that shipboard practice
was much more important than
paper measures to ensure certification. The UGS has said it is
worried about uniform application of controls. The Union's
1997 annual report indicated
resignation over the inevitability of implementation but still
complained that the Code
would require "a fundamental
change of management style" for
the Greek shipping community
which for years had been
operating on "traditional management structures".
The UGS said it supported
the safety principles espoused by
the Code but at the same time
was "concerned to preserve the
'grass roots' of Greek shipping as
represented by the ability of
good companies to start small".
John Lyras, the UGS president declined to be interviewed
about the Code, saying Union
views were well known but did
provide the text of a September
1997 speech to the annual meeting of the International Union of
Marine Insurance (IUMI) . The
text complains that small
companies will not be able to
afford the dedicated staff necessary to implement the ISM
measures and may have to tum
over management to larger, specialist ship management companies.

Loss of competitiveness
The personnel costs necessary
to implement the code would
have an adverse affect on the
competitiveness of small firms.
The daily cost per vessel could be
two to three times for small firms
what it is for companies managing larger fleets.
Mr. Lyras said that there had
been inadequate consideration
given to the legal impact of the
Code.lt could impinge he said on
matters pertaining to limitation
of liability for cargo or pollution
damage and insurance provisions
regarding the seaworthiness of a
vessel when it put to sea.

The focus used to be on producing more sophisticated ships to prevent accidents.
lncreasingily the emphasis is on improved training and skills for seamen

He expressed concerns about
the necessity to report incidents
and near accidents for fear this
could affect insurers' willingness
to provide cover.
He said insurers and cargo
interests could comb through the
vast amounts of material which
now has to be recorded looking
for minor infractions which
would allow them to claim
shipowner's negligence when
confronted with a claim.
" .. .It looks as though [the]
IMO has been legislating on the
ISM Code in a vaccuum, as
though there have been no other
legal provisions regarding the
triangular relationship between
charterer, owner and insurer.
The balance of duties and
obligations of all sides achieved
by previously existing legislation
maybe affected."
Other commentators who
disapprove of the Code have said
that the hierarchy demanded by
the system could mean that in a
small company, individuals will
end up reporting to themselves.

Thevolumeofpaperworkrequired could lead to .'macro' answers
with checklists being completed
with the 'right' answers rather
than the facts.
That said, a number of individuals who were opposed to the
idea ofthe Code when we did our
previous shipping survey now
speak out in its favour.
"Yes, we've changed our
mind," says Emmanuel Vordonis, director of Thenamaris
(Ships
Management)
Inc.
"That's one of the definitions of
intelligence - adaptability.
"We were sceptical, not about
having a reference for good management, but about how the Code
would be implemented by companies and certifiers.
"Having had the experience of
being certified and implementing
the guidelines, my feeling is very
positive. We interpreted this
mandatory requirement as an an
opportunity to refresh our
existing system. So the process
gave us the chance to rationalise,
improve, and accelerate our

Post ISM Code ship management staff costs
Company size

··Large company···

Yearly cost of staH
(Drmn)

Yearly cost of
staH/vessel (Dr mn)

Contribution to daily
running costs (Dr '000)

58 staH • 24 vessels

555.2

23.1

64

25 staH- 8vessels

236.7

32.9

91

10 staH- 2vessels

92.1

46.0

158'

Medium companY

··small company···

' Assumes 291 days operations compared to 361 in the previous two categories (BF note).
Source: Union of Greek Shipowners
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training effort."
Mr. Vordonis notes that in
parallel with the ISM Code, the
IMO has introduced an upgraded
version of its convention on Standards of Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping (STCW).
This provides for education in
seafaring skills and monitoring of
their maintenance. For example,
countries providing certificates
will have to submit to the IMO
information on their administrative training and certification
procedures and only if these
conform with the convention will
their certificates be recognised.

Human factor
The STCW was introduced in
1997 and is to be phased in over
five years. Vordonis thinks that it
puts the right emphasis on the
human factor.
"Before the ISM/STCW, people were concentrating on more
sophisticated hardware and ships
to improve efficiency and safety.
By learning through mistakes we
realise that it is people who
operate the ships and it is them
who have to get better and better
in. skills and knowledge but who
also have to be motivated in an
efficient system to perform.
People are the main source both
of quality and accidents. The
STCW puts the focus on people."
Opponents of the ISM Code
say that this is just the point, e.g., a
costly-to-run vessel may be
considered non-compliant because a deckhand can't remember who is responsible for firedrill. They argue that the STCW
convention should have become
mandatory before the ISM Code.
Vordonis says that much of
the opposition to the Code is
based on misconceptions about
its interpretation.
"I personally believe that the
provisions of the Code are
generic enough to allow different
companies to fit and customise
the requirements to their own
system. However too many
lawyers and too many engineers
interpret the minimum good

Stathes Kulukundis,
director, Rethymnis &Kulukundis Ltd:
The ISM Code could be
counterproductive. "Ship's are going
to need a purser simply to handle the
secretarial chores."

management standards imposed
by the code in a pedantic,
formalistic and bureaucratic way
which naturally creates problems
and opposition."
George Gratsos, doffing his
Hellenic Chamber of Shipping
hat and donning his cap as
president of his company, Standard Bulk, says that he is now
"personally enthusiastic" about
the code.
"The ISM legislation is only a
few pages long. It's simple,
straightforward and quite shipping wise. To get our certification
as a company we showed them
what we were doing and we got it.
Any company that was working
decently should have had no
problem."
He rejects the argument that
small companies will be hard hit.
"If you have short lines of communication you can probably
satisfy the requirements with
much less bureaucracy. We run
three ships. It's not changed our
staffing or general culture.
"It's not going to be a bonanza
for the big companies which will
help them obliterate the small
ones."
Constantine Caroussis is concerned about the volume of
paperwork the system generates.
"ISM has obliged us to
document things that we didn't
document sufficiently before
such as procedures for fire drills
and provision of life saving gear.

The responsible officer of the
watch has to go through an extensive pre-departure check list.
"But there are something like
110 different check lists and the
captain could have a nine to five
job just coping with the paperwork necessary for ISM, port
state control and the classification societies."
Forms have been standardised. Weekly, monthly and quarterly reports have not only to be
filed but acknowledged as received and commented upon.
Chios' vessels have all been
equipped with portable computers and have their safety management manuals, checklists and
other forms on disc.
"It obliges you to be more
organised and standardised in
the way you carry out procedures.
In well run companies, it won't
make much difference. But there
is a heck of a lot of paperwork and
in small companies it's going to
mean people wearing an
operational hat sending a memo
to themselves as port captain.
"ISM is intended to weed out
the poor operators operating off
the back of a cigarette packet on
minimal budgets.
" If you take the ISM seriously
and try to make it work
efficiently, you're probably doing
a better job than you were before.
"It will probably have a good
effect and poorer operators will
manage their vessels in a more
acceptable way. But it will be
difficult for small companies with
four or five vessels who may have
more hands on operational
knowledge than a 50-ship
corporation."
Stathes Kulukundis, director
of UK-based ships' agent,
Rethymnis & Kulukundis Ltd.,
still thinks that the ISM Code
could be counterproductive.
"Think of the captain of a bulk
carrier entering port. He has to
contend with pilots, the coast
guard, port state control and
customs. ·
"If you increase his paperwork
burden, what will the conse-

The ISM Code requires documentation of
procedures for fire drills and the provision of
life-saving gear

quence be? Will you get perfect
paperwork or the enhancement
of saftey that the paperwork is
supposed to produce?
"Ship's are going to need a
purser simply to handle the
secretarial chores."
Panos Laskarides of Lavinia
Corp. says the mandatory paper
trail established by the system
could make shipowners more
vulnerable in the event of
lawsuits.
"A litigant will have a much
greater power to force discovery.
The owner will have to produce
documentation in any third party
suit or counterclaim. If you have
to produce tons of documents
something's bound not to fit.
"The position of the owner
will become much more
vulnerable in the first instance.
"We'll have to wait to see how
the courts and arbitration tribunals interpret matters.
"It may eventually be that it
will work to the owners' advantage; that the courts will say, if the
BUSINESS FILE 15
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The ISM code will only prove successful if
strictly implemented

owner is fully compliant, then he
is diligent, and this is just a case of
bad luck in the circumstances.
"It'll take two to three years to
see how it shakes out."
Vassilis Kertsikoff, chief
financial officer of Eletson says
the success of the code will depend on how strictly it is
implemented.
"The law is the easiest thing.
But only if it shows its real teeth
will it make a difference.
"We're all for increased regulation. We pride ourselves on
being one of the first in the world
to advocate a licence to operate.
The ISM is just the bureaucracy
to monitor good operating techniques.
" It will weed the weak out of

the market."
Dimitri Anagnostopoulos of
ABN AMRO believes ISM
could prove a problem for
traditional start-ups where one
or more sea-going captains
would save up to buy a first ship
in hopes of one day becoming a
fleet manager.
"The one ship company
owned by the captain will either
have to cease trading or transfer
management to larger companies. The single-owner, single
vessel start-up company will
vanish.
"Folklorically it's a bad thing.
Practically speaking it means
that we are going to see larger
more sophisticated companies
with modern management."

Developments in ship financing
lished its own division.
obally, some 200 finance
Historically, the foreign
nstitutions have around
banks with a large presence in
$30bn on loan to the
the Greek market have been
world's shipping
industry.
from shipping nations: Royal
About $10 bn of that is lent to
Bank of Scotland and Midland,
Greeks - $8 bn intermediated
ABN-AMRO and Nedship, Cithrough banks with a presence
tibank and Chase Manhattan,
in the country and the balance
Den Norske Bank and Bank of
abroad.
Nova Scotia.
Out of the total shipping debt
The UK's National Westsome $2bn is in high yield bonds.
minster retrenched after the
This is in the process of being
1980s and is only gradually reincreased to around $3.5 bn with
about a third ofthat being raised
turning to the scene. Barclays
by Greek shipowners.
quit Greek shipping altogether
There were many more
after taking a $120mn bath on
banks involved in shipping in the
loans to the bankrupt Blue Flag.
As of February 1998 there
late 1970s when the OPEC oil
price hikes made shipping highly
were 24 Greek and foreign
lucrative. After the market colbanks with presence
- re_e_k_ _ _ _ __
in Greece with
lapsed in the early .-G
1980s, many banks
$8.08
bn
quit the sector.
shipowners have ~ committed to
some $12 bn in
In Greece, the
the Greek shipNational and Comdebt outstanding
ping industry.
·The Royal Bank
mercia)
groups -more than $10
of Scotland was
have always been
bn in loans and
reported to have
strong in shipping. $1·2 bn in bonds.
the highest exAlpha Credit has
Foreign banks
posure at $1.25
only recently dehave the biggest
bn followed by
cided to get into the
portfolios.
Mansector and estab- L _ _ _ _ _ _.J::=:::::J Chase

G
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Bank exposure to Greek
shipping, February 1998
($mn)
1.

ABN

450

2.

Alpha Credit

120

3.

ANZ Grindlays

105

4.

Banque Cantonale Vaudoise

150

5.

Banque lndosuez

500

6.

Banque National de Paris

150

7.

Chase Manhattan

8.

Citibank

600

9.

Commercial Bank of Greece

350

10. Credit Commercial de France

1,000

50

11 . Creditlyonnais

260

12. Den Norske Bank

400

13. Dorian Bank

50

14. Egnatia Bank

25

15. Eurobank

75

16. Eurofinance
17. Macedonian -Thrace Bank

250
80

18. Mees Pierson

150

19. Midland Bank

645

20. National Bank of Greece

650

21 . Natwest

120

22. Nedship

400

23. Nova Scotia
24. Royal Bank of Scotland
Total
Source: Market sources

250
1,250
8,080

GREEK SHIPPING
hattan at $1 bn. The second tier
had only half the exposure with
Midland at $645 mn and
Citibank at $600 mn.
National Bank was by far
and away the largest Greek presence, with loans of $650 mn,
trailed by Commercial at $350
mn and Alpha Credit, lagging
well behind at $120 mn.
Standard banking procedure
is to lend against a mortgage on
the vessel and/or other assets of
the ship-owning company. Dimitri Anagnostopoulos of ABN
AMRO says that as a rule of
thumb banks will lend for
new buildings between 70 - 90%
of the value and for second
hand vessels of up to 10 years up
to 60%. Usually banks won't
finance vessels aged over 15
years. In his portfolio, the
average age of the vessels is seven
years.

Narrow margins
Margins range between 60 175 basis points (0.6%to 1.75%)
over Libor, the London
interbank borrowing rate, the
rate at which the bank will have
to borrow to finance its loans.
Libor stood at around 5.5% at
the time the research for this
article was being done.
"The spread depends on the
attitude of the bank, the quality
of the owner, the length of the
loan, the age and quality of the
vessel and the value of the
relationship for the bank," says
Anagnostopoulos.

Nicholas Karellis,
head of shipping, Midland Bank pic:
Most traditional owners do not have a
large portfolio of investments beyond
their ships. "The only way to look at
shipping is as relationship banking. You
can't look at it as project banking."

"You might be able to offer
60bp knowing that you're are
going to earn another 60bp on
other products that you'll sell to
the owner."
Recently a number of banks,
largely German and American,
without a formal presence in
Greece have been lending in the
Greek market. They are known
in the business as 'suitcase
banks' and are not well thought
of because they tend to practice
deep discounting.
"The price reward ratio on
some loans these days is
alarmingly low," says Anagnostopoulos. "Some banks don't
realise it until they start to make
losses."
Anagnostopulos says perhaps a bigger problem than the
cut prices is the climate that
discounting creates m the

··~

Ship loans in northern Europe have fallen to rates as low as 40 basis points
over Libor. In Greece margins average between 60·175 bp.
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market.
Long
established
customers come asking for
comparable rates and then don't
understand why they can't get
them.
"We haven't got into a
bloodbath situation yet but we
will."
Marianna Moschou deputy
head of Citibank's Global
Shipping Division believes the
decline in rates has turned.
"There have been lots of
banks around being very
aggressive and borrowers have
benefitted. Not all banks have
risk return criteria.
"We've seen deals go as low
as Libor plus 40bp in northern
Europe. They're now back up to
65 -70bp.
"The lowest it ever got m
Greece was 75bp unless it
involved other products.
"There haven't been recent
transactions to justify my
statement but I think the bottom
has been reached. It all depends
on who's borrowing. Everybody
tries to gain the business of the
best."

Relationship banking
Most traditional owners do
not have a large portfolio of investments beyond their ships,
says Nicholas Karellis, head of
shipping at Midland Bank pic.
"Mostly it's deposits or ships.
It's difficult to dissociate personal and corporate funds.
"The only way to look at shipping is as relationship banking.
You can't look at it as project
banking. The relationship has to
include the vessel, its operations,
the personal funds of the owner
with day to day contact to
provide advice."
There is a growing presence
of second and third generation
owners in the market.
"They are more inclined to
see shipping as part of a broader
portfolio," says Karellis. "They're
more professional, less flamboyant than their parents' generation.
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Non amortising bonds provide cash flow giving shipowners options for actions
to maximise profits

"Their choice is made on
conscious investment decisions:
what is the return on the investment? What is the premium on a
new vessel? What is the risk?
What is the financial risk of a big
capital investment? It all
depends on what phase of the
market you're in."
Karellis says ship financing is
overbanked at the moment and
he expects to see a period of
consolidation.
Ship finance requires that a
bank make heavy use of its
balance sheet resources.
"Returns are lower because
of competition and a single loss
can wipe out the profits of many,
many years.
"Normally companies which
go under are medium to large
firms that have expanded on too
small a capital base.
"Our concentration is on an
old fashioned client base
concentrating on customers who
are not into rapid expansion."

Equity
Shipowners have long looked
for ways of tapping financial
resources other than their own
in order to secure growth. "Their
thinking was," says Mrs. Maschou, '"We know the business
and can properly demonstrate
that we do. Why should we use
our own capital?'."
But listing on a stock market
requires substantial disclosure
20 BUSINESS FILE

and this is alien to the secretive
traditions of the Greek shipping
world.
"The information in a
prospectus must be valid," says
Mrs. Moschou. "You have to
disclose everything - the company background, the positive
and negative aspects of its
current activities."
Only a handful of companies
have listed. Tsakos, MIF (another Tsakos vehicle), Anangel
American (AASL) and Royal
Olympic Cruises
"The problem," says Mrs.
Moschou, "is that there is no
investor awareness. There is not
enough research on shipping, so
people don't focus on the sector.
The stock doesn't trade and the
companies don't get the benefits
of listing.
"The problem is that there
won't be more research until
there are more issues and none
of the shipowners wants to be
the guinea pig.
"If a shipowner wants to go
the equity route, then our advice
would be first to go for bonds.
This will generate more
awareness in the market place
and then there will be more
research and then perhaps more
IPOs."

Bonds
There is a new trend to issue
bonds. These have a duration of
7-12 years, with high yield

coupons ranging from 7.512.5% - up to double the price
of a bank loan. However, no
principal is repaid until term.
The shipowner has to gamble
that with cash in hand he can
earn more than the high interest
cost plus accumulate sufficient
new capital to repay principal at
the end.
The cash can be used to
refinance existing debt, to buy
ships and, sometimes, for dividend payments.
Few of the funds realised by
such bonds are used for
newbuildings, although industry
analysts feel that this is possibly
the only justification for issuing
them.

High yields
The market is driven by US
institutional investors with huge
liquidity and pressing demands
for high returns. Congress recently passed legislation allowing pension and insurance
funds to place up to 20% of their
portfolio in high risk investments. US Treasuries yield only
4%. The fund managers are
looking for investments that will
push their yields to an average of
6.5 %.
The high yield market has
some $400 bn in bonds outstanding. In 1997, there were
some $125 bn in new issues.
Shipping companies began to
come to market some 18monthsago.
"It's a security customised to
the needs of shipping," says Nick
Barbaroussis, head of shipping
at Merrill Lynch in London.
"Ten to 12 non-amortising
years provide cash flow surplus
that allows for the volatility of
the industry. But it must be a
long term marriage to take
account of the strategic benefits
such as IPOs, availability of liquidity and, eventually, borrowing with minimum covenants
once the credit has seasoned and
the rating improved.
"It's not good for everybody
or every project but primarily for

Nick Barbaroussis,
head of shipping, Merrill Lynch:
The growth in the use of bonds,
coincides with the need of a number
of owners to modernise their fleets.

companies prepared to take a
. long term view towards capital
markets."
Mr. Barbaroussis says that
the growth in the use of bonds,
coincides with the need of a
number of owners to modernise
their fleets.
"The fundamentals of the industry have changed - regulatory, environmental, legal and
logistical - consequently owners
have had to start taking a longer
term view and to acquire modern,
up to standard more expensive
tonnage."
In the tanker sector the age
profile of the fleet is another
factor, e.g., more than 40% of
the VLCCs afloat were built in
the mid to late 1970s and are approaching the cut off ages at
which they will have to be scrapped.
"Imagine an owner in the
absence of suitable second hand
tonnage having to cough up
from own cash. Most haven't got
it and those who have aren't
prepared to risk so much," says
Barbaroussis ..
"Banks are constrained by
their credit limits to any one
customer. The high yield bond
market is not constrained by
credit policy guide-lines."
The bonds are listed in the
US under the so-called 144A
procedure, i.e., initially they are
offered only to institutional
investors such as insurance and
pension funds but they must be
22 BUSINESS FILE

listed on the stock exchange
within 90-days of pricing.
Investment banks that issue
such bonds are supposed to
make a market in them.
Some companies see the
bond issues as a vestibule to the
stock market and actually
declare that there will be an IPO
to follow the bond issue after a
certain number of years.
The bonds require a high
degree of disclosure. Issuers
must provide three to five years
of consolidate<;! accounts audited to US GAAP standards (generally accepted accounting
principles in the US). Institutional buyers prefer that the
accounts be audited by one of
'the big six' multinationals.
The notion of disclosure has
put off a number of potential
issuers.
Dimitri Anagnostopoulos
says that he knows one owner
who actually halted a bond issue
part way through the preparation process. When the
merchant bankers came in he
found '"They wanted to do
whatever they liked.' He said 'I
want my privacy. I don't want
these cowboys in my office.'."
But Barbaroussis notes that
the industry does not require a
personal guarantee and that
owners do not have to make any
statement of their personal
assets and liabilities.
"If the bond is on 20-ships, he
doesn't have to disclose his oil
wells and real estate.
"If eventually you want to go
public, you have to publish
quarterly returns and have a
rating but only on the vessels."
There may be a possibility
. that Treasury rates will increase
and that the shipowner's bonds
will trade at a discount. But
there is also the possibility of
Treasuries going down in which
case he is locked into a cost that
could have been lower. "But he
also has the possibility of realising the upside in capital gains
by selling ships and pre-paying

Dimitri Anagnostopoulos,
general manager for shipping,
ABN-AMRO:
"I'm not for or against these things. We
will see what the autopsy shows. But
it's certainly not relationship banking."

the bonds, albeit with a penalty."
Normally the bonds are
callable after five years. When
called they can be redeemed at
face value plus half a coupon
year reducing thereafter by a a
number of basis points. If the
bond is retired after five or seven
years, depending on its term,
there is no penalty.
"The company also has the
flexibility to wait till maturity to
pay back the bonds. It hopes to
have grown after ten years to
levels where the bond oustanding is considered to be the permanent borrowing level of the
company and to refinance it on
maturity with a new bond issue
or bank debt."
In Greece, Eletson broke the
ground in 1993 floating $140 mn,
9.25 %
bond
to
finance
newbuildings for its product
tanker fleet. The bond was rated
BB, outside the 'junk' category,
because it offered buyers extensive security and a close description of how assets might be
realised.
In intervening years, several
more Greek companies have
gone to market with bonds worth
more than $1 bn: Adriatic
Tankers (Zissimatos), $280 mn;
Pegasus Shipping (Peraticos),
$150 mn; Global Ocean Carriers
(Tsakos), $126 mn; Restis, $175
mn; Alpha (George Economou),
$175 mn; Hermes (Yannis Ala-

L avinia Corp. are not merely the world's leading High Seas transhipment operators, simultaneously supplying
fishing fleets with fuel and provisions. We do not simply operate the world's largest Ice-classed Reefer Fleet.
We are also major carriers of all kinds of palletised and breakbulk perishable commodities. Operating more
than 100 Reefers worldwide, Lavinia undertake simple and highly sophisticated C.O.A.'s, frequently involving
operations in ice bound ports. We have been serving our clients with innovative transportation solutions,
including extensive freight financing arrangements, for over 21 years.

Lavinia always try to satisfy even the most discerning and rare tastes!
ASK WHAT ELSE IS ON THE MENU, CONTACT

Head Office: Laskaridis Shipping Co. Ltd., Athens
Tel: 30-1 6899090-4 or 6806759 I 6061
Fax: 30-1 6806762-4
or
Frigoship Chartering GmbH., Hamburg
Tel : 49-40 391433
Fax: 49-40 3903492
Also directly represented in: London, Las Pal mas, Vigo, Madrid, Seattle, Buenos Aires, Riga, Seoul and The Falkland Islands.
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Peraticos: on the benefits of bonds
egasus Shipping (Hellas)
Ltd. is a Bermuda- based
holding company for the
shipping interests of the
Peraticos family. Prior to a
November 1997 bond issue
Pegasus operated six Panamax
tankers ranging in size between
50,000- 60,000 dwt chartered to
carry crude and first run refinery
distillate on routes between
north and south America and
the Caribbean.
The vessels ranged between 14
- 19 years of age with a useful
life expectancy of 25 years. Five
of the six have permits from the
US Coast Guard allowing them
to trade in US waters under the
stringent conditions of the 1990
Oil Pollution Act.
The company, seeking to
expand, (but not modernise), its
fleet, in November 1997 issued
$150 mn in first preferred ship
mortgage notes on its existing
fleet and on another six vessels
that it planned to buy.
Sold at a discount, the bonds
realised for the company $138.9
mn of which: $76.5 mn went for
the purchase of four vessels to
which the company was already
committed and one it had in its
sights (the 12th is to be bought
within 1998 with the proceeds of
the trading of the new vessels);
$61 .2 mn went to prepay
existing debt to banks
(including ANZ Grindlays, Det
Norske Bank and Royal Bank of
Scotland); and $1.2 mn is being
used for working capital.
" .. .Assuming no dispositions,"
said the prospectus, "the
Company's fleet will consist of
12-vessels with a total capacity
exceeding 700,000 dwt, which
would make the Company one
of the world 's largest non-state
owners of Panamax tankers."
The group runs ships with an
average age of 17. The bond
issue will allow Pegasus to
double its fleet and capitalise on
its operational record over the
next seven years. But by that time
virtually all the vessels currently in
its fleet will have reached the limit
of their useful life.

P

The prospectus says nothing
about the company's long term
prospects. It doesn 't need to.
The bondholders' risk is limited
to seven years.
It's 40-year-old Nicos Peraticos
whose future is at stake and he
believes that by having capital in
hand he can do better than he
could by going the cautious
route of a bank loan. The bond
issue he believes will provide
the seed capital towards
trebling the fleet and eventually
joining the New York stock
exchange.
"The trade off for non-amortisation is the high coupon.
Essentially if you feel you can do
more profitable things with the
principal you would be paying
back to the bank, then junk bonds are good for you .
"For us it's about $10- 13 mn a
year that we don't have to pay
back. It's up to me to do justice to
that amount. If you can buy ships
with it and charter them, then it's
automatically worth more.
The four vessels acquired with
the proceeds of the bond have
been chartered at rates between
$15,500- $17,000/day.
"In today's market, from where
I'm sitting it's a worthwhile
instrument," says Peraticos.
He says an that an older generation of shipowners would probably have been put off by all
the disclosure necessary to float
the bonds. "I find it refreshing to
have someone new look at the
company from time to time. To
.ng ·s
tell me that noth I I
sacrosanct and can't be done."
When Pegasus' accounts were
adjusted to US general accounting principles the company
showed three successive years
of losses. But the bonds sold
anyway.
Investors are less concerned
with historical company results
than with future cash flows and
the ability to pay their coupon.
"These investors are not a
specialised animal. One of the
road shows following us was for
a company selling underwear
for oversized ladies."

"The trade off for non-amortisation
is the high coupon. Essentially if you
feel you can do more profitable
things with the principal you would
be paying back to the bank, then
junk bonds are good for you"

Junk bonds, says Peraticos, are
expensive to launch.
"We paid out around $6 mn to
Lazard Freres (the merchant
bankers who put together the
package), lawyers,
accountants, advisers and
printers.
"Greeks hate to pay fees . You
could spend all that money, go
into the market place and find
that there is something
extraordinary happening in
markets at the time and get
nothing back. "
Peraticos plans within the term
of the bond to build the fleet
from 12 to 20 .
"This will give us the critical
mass to go to a major charterer
[such as, e.g., the Venezualan
state oil company, Petroleos de
Venezuela for whom it has
already done a lot of work] to
secure a long term contract or to
enter into a joint venture with an
oil major [such as, e.g., Texaco,
which doesn't want to own ships
because of the liability potential
under the OPA but which does
prefer to have a say in the management of the companies that
carry its products]."
"Then we'll be able to go to the
stock exchange. It will open
other doors and new horizons."
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fouzos), $200 mn; and, Pacific &
Atlantic
Holdings
Inc.
(Pateras), $126m.
The ratings on some of the
current bonds, however, have
been below investment grade.
Pegasus Shipping, which had
the misfortune to go to market at
the height of the Asian crisis, had
to pay a coupon of 11.875% and
sell discounted at 96.6% of par
giving a yield to maturity of
12.625%. Chairman Nicos Peraticos still thinks it's a better
option than bank financing (see
page24).
Some of the shipping companies which have used such
instruments operate older fleets
on which banks won't lend readily. According to banking sources some of the junk bond issuers
have been refused further credit
by banks.
"If such a proposal were to
come to us I wouldn't lend on it,"
says Dimitri Anagnostopoulos.
"So you bring in an investment

banker. Make a nice prospectus.
Do US roadshows and see what
happens. The investment banker
doesn't have to worry he makes
his pitch and the risk is
transferred to the bond holder."
In 1994, Adriatic Tankers
floated two junk bonds at 9%
and 9.5% raising $280 mn for its
85-ship chemical tanker fleet.
Last year the company collapsed
with $620 mn in debt.
"Memories are short. Few
seem to remember," says Anagnostopoulos.
Nicholas
Karellis
of
Midland says he thinks junk
bonds are dangerous not only
for investors but for shipowners
themselves.
"Junk bonds suit two types
of companies: overleveraged ones who cannot service mortgages and those who want to
expand quickly but cannot get
an investment rate.
"But they usually leave the
companies with gearing of over

95 % and a cost of money at
least 3% over traditional forms
of financing. "
Marianna Moschou of Citibank, which has packaged at
least three of the bond deals, is
more positive. "It's an alternative form of financing that gives
you long term money with flexibility in cash flow since you are
not mandated to repay
principal.
"It's an opportunity to get
yourself known to capital markets for players who want to go
that route."
Anagnostopoulos says he is
not against bonds as such just
against highly speculative
issues. There may be some
virtue in issues where the
proceeds are used for investment in high-income generating newbuildings. "I'm not for
or against these things. We will
see what the autopsy shows.
But
it's
certainly
not
relationship banking. "
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Casualties &Salvage
"

Matthew Marshall,
technical director, ILU:
"To salvage and renovate a partially
sunken vessel might take $25 - 30
mn when the total loss would be
$45 mn."

The container ship Carla: going .•.

tinue to be down but the lost
hip losses as a percentage
tonnage could exceed 1 mn grt.
of tonnage and numbers
A total of 263 people died as
afloat are in decline. Much
a
result
of the losses (the figure
new tonnage has entered the
does
not
include accidents such
global fleet in recent years while
as
falling
into an open hatch).
a high proportion of the older,
When
vessels
of under 500 tons
poor-quality shipping, responare
included
(which embraces
sible for the high losses of the
many
small
ferries in third
late 1980s and early 1990s, has
world
countries)
the figure is
been scrapped.
estimated
to
have
been over
Figures produced by the
2,000
deaths.
Institute of London UnderThese figures are for total
writers (ILU) for the Internalosses
only. "We can monitor
tional Union of Marine Inif a vessel arrives in port
accidents
surance (IUMI) show that in
tow.
But if an engine seized
under
1997 the number of total losses
and
it
came
in under auxiliary
was 89 vessels of 739,164 grt
power,
we
may
have had a major
compared with 113 of700,848 grt
claim
but
it
has
been difficult for
a year earlier. (There is always a
us
to
produce the relag in deterlevant
data," says
mining whether a
New technology
Matthew
Marshall,
vessel is a total
and higher saftey
technical
director
standards are
loss or a construchelping
to
cut
oftheiLU.
tive loss - i.e.,
accidents.
The new repornot worth reFewer losses are
ting
requirements
pairing - and the
being recorded
under
the ISM
1997 figure is
because replace·
Code
will
make it
ment
costs
are
bound to grow.)
so
high
that
it
is
mandatory
to reWhen final ficheaper to re·
port
all
accidents
gures are in, the
pair even a badly
and the ILU plans
number of vessels
damaged vessel.
to develop data
will probably con-
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on partial losses based on
sampling. This could lead to
higher premiums having to be
paid.
Since 1992, there have been
few total losses of ships under
ten years of age. "It's not
because they are better run or
storms are less violent but
because ship prices today make
it reasonable to do repairs on
heavily damaged ships.
"To salvage and renovate a
partially sunken vessel might
take $25 - 30 mn when the total
loss would be $45 mn.
Marshall says that there are
few accidents to vessels under
. five years old but from that
point onward there is a substantial rise up to the age of 10.
It used to be that vessels over
15 years had the greatest
numbers of accidents and
losses. "But a mixture of laws
and public relations disasters
has meant charterers have
found older tonnage less
congenial. Ships over 19 are
being scrapped and there are
more new buildings. We're
getting progressively a younger
fleet.
"With ISM in the offing, all
shipowners are having to think
more about safety. Tanker
owners have had to think more
about safety for some time."

Flags with losses above the world average percentage of fleet and
average tonnage lost: five year average 1992·96
Colombia

2,700

Honduras
Belgium
Lebanon
Belize
Iran
Turkey
Cyprus

..

Nikos Vernicos,
director, Nicolas E. Vernicos, Salvage
and Towage Contractors:
"The incidence of salvage has gone
down tremendously because of new
regulations and new technology. As
ship values have become higher,
casualties are becoming fewer."

Greek vessels fare poorly in
the statistics. The Greek flag is
on the black list of those with
losses above the world average.
The percentage of fleet lost
over the five years 1992- 96 was
0.21 %, exactly in line with the
world average, but the annual
average tonnage lost was 59,000
grt, the fourth largest among
the flags on the black Jist.

"Lousy flags"
Among the beneficially
owned fleet, 52.7% is flagged
with those registries showing
the highest volume of losses.
After the Greek flag, Greekowned vessels flew in order of
preference the Cypriot, Panamanian and Maltese flags which
respectively held second, first
and third position for the
volume of tonnage lost.
"Lousy owners gravitate to
lousy flags," says Marshall,
noting that of the vessels
registered in the St Vincent
fleet, the seventh largest flag for
Greek owners, more than half
are over 20 years old.
The declining trend in losses
means less work for salvors and
the mandatory ISM Code
should see a further drastic

1.00
1.00
0.98

Estonia
Mexico
Peru
Malta
Venezuela
Nigeria
Irish Republic
Egypt
Indonesia
St Vincent & Gren.
South Korea
Syria
Antigua & Barbuda
Panama
Greece
World average
Total losses as a percentage of fleet

reduction.
But
increased
concerns about oil pollution
should mean a continuing high
level of work for firms
specialised in containment and
cleansing.
Salvors have something of an
image as vultures keeping their
tugs on station in major
shipping lanes, waiting for
distress calls and offering
rescue in exchange for a portion
of the value of the vessel and its
cargo.
But Nikos Vernicos, of
Nicolas E. Vernicos, Salvage
and Towage Contractors,
prefers to think of tugs as
'paramedics' helping out the
injured.
The bread and butter for
most tug companies is port tows
and and standbys for loading
and unloading tankers. All nonGreek flag vessels entering
Greek
ports
must
be
accompanied by tugs.Tankers
loading and discharging must
have stand by tugs fitted with

Average tonnage lost 1992-96

fire fighting and oil-spill
equipment able to remove the
vessel from the quay in the
event of an accident.
Companies
with
large
vessels can earn good money on
long tows of oil rigs, floating
docks, cranes and semisubmersible structures.
Salvage is different. It's
usually done on a 'no cure, no
pay' basis which means the
salvor has high risks.
To
compensate,
most
salvage operations are carried
out under what's known as
Lloyd's Open Form contracts
which offer the salvor his
expenses plus a portion of the
salved value of the vessel and
cargo, and special compensation for minimising environmental damage.
There is a system of
arbitration established by the
Council of Lloyd's and guarantees of payment.
"Salvage happens less and
less," says Vernicos. "It's the
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... going ...
cherry on the cake.
"The incidence of salvage
has gone down tremendously
because of new regulations and
new technology. As ship values
have become higher, casualties
are becoming fewer. "
In the event of an accident,
many Greek owners prefer to
deal through a Greek tug
company in the first instance.
The larger firms have global
networks of contacts with local
salvage companies.
The master of a vessel in
distress has a delicate decision
to make. Does he seek to haggle
for a tow for a lump sum
payment or is his condition so
critical that he needs to enter
into a Lloyd's Open Form
rescue?
"A local salvor may look at a

ship in distress, haggling for a
lump sum tow, and say ' It's a
one off. Screw you '," says
Vernicos. "We can approach a
local colleague salvor who
understands he is taking the job
from a regular client and we can
get our Greek client a better
deal. "
"The
Greek
shipping
community speak to us in
Greek and we as salvors speak
to subcontractors. That way we
can give clients better service."
The Greek firm Tsavliris
Salvage International Ltd.,
claims to be one of the world's
top three independent salvors
after Smit Tak and Wijsmuller
both ofthe Netherlands.
It has an owned fleet of eight
vessels and a leased fleet of
three including the world 's

Flagging of Greek vesels and registry losses
Flag

No. of vessels

%of beneficially

Total losses as%

owned fleet

offlag fleet1992-6

28.2

0.21

Sources: Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee and Institute of London Underwriters
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largest and most powerful
salvage tug Fotiy Krylov leased
from the Russian navy and
traded under the name Tsavliris
Giant. The vessel has a range of
20,000 mil es, is se lf-sufficient
for up to two months and has
been involved in some of the
most spectacular recoveries of
recent years including the
55,000 grt container vessel
Carla which last November split
in two during an Atlantic gale.
The Giant managed to save the
crew of34, and the aft end of the
vessel with about 980 of its 2,400
TEU cargo. The fore section
was tracked down and a line put
aboard but it sank only a few
hours later.
Tsavliris maintains its tugs
on station in the world's key
shipping lanes. It also sends
specialist teams to disasters
(often in or near ports) on spec
to negotiate recovery packages.
It puts together teams of local
and international specialists in
order to do the job.
Managing director Nicholas
Tsavliris says the company
does some $40- 50 mn worth of
business a year and turns a
profit of$5 -10 mn.

Salvage minded
"Masters will haggle if they
think they can get away with it.
But normally it's straightforward. They know whether
they're in trouble .
"We are salvage minded. We
don't offer cheap tows. You
don 't really make money on the
cheap ones, just your expenses.
We'd rather be idle and let
some one else take the tows. "
Tsavliris is scathing about
developments whereby state
authorities are giving stand-by
contracts to salvage companies
to provide dedicated cover on
vulnerable stretches of national
coastline.
The practice is particularly
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Nicholas Tsavliris,
managing director, Tsavliris Salvage
International Ltd:
"We are salvage minded. We don't
offer cheap tows. You don't really
make money on the cheap ones, just
your expenses. We'd rather be idle
and let some one else take the tows."
... gone!

(Photos courtesy of Tsavliris Salvage International).

First domestic salvage companies
have been winning their
common around the English
called Safmarine and imposes
contracts
by chartering-in cheap
Channel but also in the North
its assistance on ships in trouble
foreign
ships
and crews. Now the
Sea and the Bay of Biscay.
in local waters.
foreigners
are
bidding in their
"We normally maintain a
"The noose is closing around
own
right
putting
the local
station off the Azores in the
the entrepreneurial salvor and
companies
in
difficulty.
Evenwinter. We did a job that ended
he's suffocating."
tually,
the
national
companies
in the North Sea and wondered
Tsavliris claims that there are
will find themselves cut out of the
whether we could do a job en
two long term problems arising
dedicated work and unprepared
route back. We found ourselves
from this practice.
to compete internationsurrounded
by
ally.
government ships. If
Second, freelance
you're two hours away
salvors
lose profit to the
from a casualty then
official
contractors and
you have difficulties
therefore
cannot invest
getting it.
in
new
equipment.
"Then we find that
"New equipment is
off the Azores we are
expensive
to build. For
competing with tugs
the
moment
we can buy
from
the
same
second
hand
from East
companies. They are
bloc
countries
but by
able to operate there
2000
and
after,
when
because they are getting
they
get
on
their
feet,
it
a profitable subsidy at
will
be
difficult."
home.
Tsavliris, who holds
"We live in the big,
the
tugboat seat in the
bad world. They live on
Hellenic
Chamber of
cotton wool. It's wrong.
says "We
Shipping,
It's a kind of dumping.
discourage government
Entrepreneurial salvors
subsidy. We don't want
like ourselves ought to
it. We think the market
be allowed to live."
is reasonably organised
He claims that the
for a commercial
coast guard in South
operation. Subsidy is a
Africa is a shareholder The Fotiy Krylov, the world's largest tug is
fallacy."
in a salvage company leased from the Russian navy by Tsavliris
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From basic financial services to complex corporate tinance,
Citibank's global shipping team is dedicated to serving its shipping clients' needs around the world .
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Minoan Lines S.A.

Arktos Maritime Investments S.A.

Unicool

Ill

Unicoolship Ltd.

ICB Shipping AB

Managed by

Common Progress Compania
Naviera S.A.
ECU 125,000,000
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US$ 143,000,000

US$ 100,000,000

10 Year Term Loan Facility
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Burmah Gas Transport Limited
Burmah Castrol PLC
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Cash Management network for
Latin American operations
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International Shipholding
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Carnival Corporation
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Obelisk Navigation S.A.

Stolt Parcel Tankers Inc.

Managed by

Olympic Shipping and
Management S.A.
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GREEK SHIPPING
A car with fo ur passengers
who eat on board will earn a
vessel only slightly more than a
truck
and
driver
approximately
Dr 150,000
compared to Dr 125 ,000 - but a
vessel can take o n three to four
cars, fo r eve ry tractor traile r,
thus quadrupl ing its earnings.
In the winter, the ferr ies are
only too happy to have freight
hauliers but during the summer
tourist rush, whe n export crops
are also in greatest need of rapid
tra nsit, ferry operators used not
to want to know about trucks.
H au liers with non-perishable
cargoes cou ld be wait-listed for
as much as a fortnight.
W ith the outbreak of the civil
war in Yugoslavia in 1991 , the
sealink to Ita ly became increasSuperfast I and II were delivered in Spring 1995 and put on dedicated shuttle
ingly vital. Alternative road and
with one day's down time for maintenance every three weeks
rail
routes were
o pe ra tive comavailable
through
he ferry sector has ti ll
There has been
panics fo rmed by
Bulgaria, Ro mania,
recent years been cha rmodernisation of
islande rs
inacterised by small comthe
the ferry fleet on ~ Hu ngmy,
terested not in
Czech
Republic.
panics and poor service. This has
deregulated
profit but simply
Slovakia and Auslargely been a consequence of
international
wit h h<IVi ng a
tria. But the railcabotage rules which allow the
routes but
connect ion to the
ways we re desperstate to licence routes and
domestic
ma inla nd.
ately slow and
services suffer
restrict the Iicences to G reck
Ce rta in long
from old ships
prone to pilferage
flagged vessels (which must be
and poor
haul routes such
whi le road transit
51
Greek owned) manned
operating
as Pirae us-Crete
were
perm its
with Greek crew.
standards.
and
Piraeuscostly and limited
In
exchange
for
th is
Rhodes are proin numbe r. T he
protection. licence holders arc
.l..'._·
fitable but here the licences have
poor
roads
a nd
security
required to operate their route
been parcelled out to local o pecondi tio ns mea nt ma ny vehicles
throughout the year. regardless
rators virtually on a mo no poly
used two drivers - an added
of volume of traffic. under a
basis. In Crete. e.g., the routes
ele me nt of cost.
fixed price regime. Th is is
from Pi raeus are shared by
Recognising the need for a
designed to ensure that the
Minoan a nd ANEK to Heraseabridge, feny o pe rators began
many islands of the Aegean
kleion a nd Chanea with small e r
to acquire newer, faster vessels.
archipe lago have at least some
Cretan-based
operators seiviIn 1993. Minoan lines ordered
service. But it also means that
cing Re thymno n and Aghios Nithe 24-knot Areto usa as a
some of the islands less favoured
ko laos.
newbuild ing which cut the
by tourists may be seJvccl on ly
Histo rica lly, fo r a ferry comPatras-Ancona journey time,
once a week because operators
pany to be profitable it had to
when it went into service in 1995,
cannot afford a more frequent
o pe rate internationa l se1vices
from 36-hours to 22.
sc1vicc during the win ter
whe re no licences we re reStrintzis Shipping in 1994
months.
qu ired. T he principle route was
joined the stock exchange
The restrictive practices have
across the Ad riatic to Ita ly but
raising Dr5 .7 bn to buy the fast
limited ferry profits leaving litt le
he re, too, se1vices were poor.
ferry, Ionian Star (which it time
over for fleet mai ntena nce, let
Vessels we re old a nd slow - a
chartered from Ita lian interests
alone refurbishment. T he re are
typical crossing Patras-A ncona
for two years, 1994 - 96, a nd then
many ferries over 25 yea rs of age
too k 36 hou rs - and space was
purchased).
and safety is a growing concern.
limited.
Former cruise line operato r
Many services are run by co-

Competition looms for ferries

T
"r'
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Pericles Panagopoulos,
chairman, Attica Enterprises:
Attica is pursuing a Cretan route but
would also consider third country
operations. The company has had
approaches to start operations in
northern Europe
Strintzis Shipping in 1994 joined the stock exchange raising DrS.7 bn to buy
the fast ferry, Ionian Star

Pericles Panagopoulos, chairman of cash-rich Attica Enterprises, in 1993 ordered two newbuild ferries each with capacity
for 1,400 passengers and 830
cars or 200 trucks. They had an
operational speed of 26 knots
and could offer 20-hour crossings.
The vessels,
christened
Superfast I and II were delivered
in Spring 1995 and put on
dedicated shuttle with one day's
down time for maintenance
every three weeks. Attica's subsidiary, Superfast Ferries Maritime SA, claims that in their first
two years of operation on the
Patras-Ancona route they
captured: 49.6% of the passenger trade, 49.9% of the car
and camper traffic and 41.4% of
the trucks.

Minoan raised capital for two
27-knot newbuildings, Ikarus
and Pasiphae, designed to cut
their journey time to under 20
hours. Ikarus went into operation in December 1997; Pasiphae is due for delivery this July.
The Aretousa was redeployed
on a route Patras-Venice.
In summer 1995, Minoan and
Strintzis formed a joint marketing venture designed to counter
the i!llpact of Superfast. It lasted
for only 18-months before collapsing with both sides implying
that the other had not been
pulling its weight, though both
insisting that they had parted
amicably.
In May 1997, Attica Enterprises launched a Dr8.15 bn
rights issue to finance two more
newbuilds, Superfast III and IV,

Ferry company profiles 1996a
................................ . ••..

Number of vessels
.. .. ..... .... ... .. ......... .. ............ ... ..
Number of passengers
of which international
Number of cars
of which......
international
. .. . ........ . . ... ..... . ....
Number of trucks
of which international

Superfast'
2
207,000
207,000
40,000
40,000
44,000
44,000

Minoan
12
. . . . . . . . . .. ... .. .
1,507,713
357,108
181,926
90,113
107,380
49,484

Strintzis

•

9'
1,527,826
401 ,528'
. ........... ..
289,066

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

108,356'
81,406
30,979'

• Last year for which comparable figures available • Estimates ' Plus two high speed catamarans " Includes traffic
on the Swansea· Cork route.· passengers 192,067, cars 53, 129 and trucks 5,796
Sources: Company literature
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with operating speeds of 28.5
knots and an Adriatic passage
time of 19-hours. They were
delivered in March and April
this year.
Minoan joined the stock exchange in April this year raising I
Dr15.4 bn to finance another
newbuilding and to pay down
debt on Ikarus and Pasiphae.
There are now 16 ferry companies operating routes between
Greece and Italy. On the PatrasAncona run alone there are five
companies plying 12 vessels.

New routes
New routes have sprung up
from Igoumenitsa to Bari and to
Ancona. Some itineraries include Corfu, Venice and Trieste.
The Adriatic is approaching
saturation, although even now,
in the summer the number of
ferries working the sea, swells to
around 40 at the peak, as socalled 'ghost ships' turn up for a
period of weeks to cream off the
seasonal overload and then
disappear whence they came .
(Accurate statistics for Adriatic
traffic are thus difficult to
obtain.)
March 20, 1998 Attica Enterprises upped the ante yet
again announcing a Dr20.1bn
rights issue to finance the
building of two new pairs of fast
ferries for deliveries in 2000 and
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Memo from the office of the Minister1
Q. What is going to be the impact

on the Greek shipping industry
of the July 1 implementation of
the ISM code? Particularly, what
effect is it going to have on small
operators?
A. Implementation of the code will
mean that all procedures related to
ship maintenance will be specified
thus allowing exact planning of
necessary works. The precise
nature of works to be carried out
by shipyards will also be clearly
specified. As a result, the quality of
services provided to ships by
shore facilities will be upgraded .
Small management companies
will have to employ specialised
personnel in order fully to comply
with the ISM requirements.
Q. What is the rationale for
keeping national crewing
reqirements so high under
Greek flag rules?

A. It is widely known that Greece is
a traditional maritime country and
the policy followed as regards
ships' manning aims at improving
Greek merchant ships'
competitiveness as well as at
promoting Greek seamen's
employment. The main factors
which determine the country's
position in international fora are the
conditions under which Greek
shipping operates, the size of the
fleet, international competition as
well as the lack of big domestic
cargo volume. Last, but not least,
our political decisions have a
significant social dimension given
that there is a vast body of
seafarers the greatest part of which
come from the islands. Therefore
we cannot form a policy without
thinking about them.

'.

Q. I understand that you are
creating a new crew register with
tougher standards? What are
these standards and why are
you insisting on them?

A . Modern developments in ships'
equipment as well as recently
implemented seamen's training
requirements have necessitated
setting specific conditions. To be
reistered as a seaman , the
applicant must be aged between
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17-30, be a high school graduate
and have a certificate from the
School of Fire Fighting and Life
Saving. Moreover, we have to
clarify the picture so as to be able
to know exactly how many
seafarers exist.
Q. According to some studies,
the limited numbers of
Europeans coming into the
maritime industry will mean that
early in the next century there
will be a shortage of qualified
officers. Relaxation of manning
requirements, presumably
would exacerbate this situation.
What is the ministry doing to
promote the education and
training of officers to man the
fleet of the future?

A . The Department of Education
and Training has under its
supervision 17 Merchant Marine
Academies for the training and
certification of deck and engine
officers. The programmes fully
comply with the provisions of the
revised STCW [Standards of
Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping] Convention and all
other relevant safety
Conventions .. .. Education and
training is free of charge for Greek
citizens both in school and on
board vessels. During training on
board vessels, Merchant Marine
Academy cadets are paid through
a special fund . Education and
training is of a modular form , well
structured and under continuous
review .... Graduates ofthe
Merchant Marine Academies are
awarded a Second Mate (Deck) or
Third Engineer degree so that they
can operate on board Greek
flagged or owned vessels as soon
as possible.
Q. Does the government have a

policy to assist in the upgrading
of the coastal and inter-island
fleet in order to face foreign
competition once cabotage is
lifted? Will you press to keep
national rules for domestic trade
even once foreign vessels are
allowed to operate here?
A. The Greek policy in the field of
domestic sea transport is focussed
on the gradual upgrading and

Stavros Soumakis,
Minister of Merchant Marine,:

Relations with the shipping
community have soured over Greek
flag crewing requirements
renewal of the coastal fleet in order
not only to face foreign
competition in the year 2004 but
also to provide quality services to
passengers. In this respect we
examine favourably any
application to put in service
newbuildings and modern
technology craff under certain
specifications set by the Greek
and EU legislation. In 1997, 30% of
vessels engaged in ferry
operations were newbuildings and
high speed craft.
As far as the institutional
framework for inter-island shipping
is concerned , the ministry, after the
completion of social dialogue with
shipowners and unions, is about to
change it, taking into account the
new conditions of competition and
demand.
Q. It is claimed that the degree of

regulation of operations to the
island is such as to restrict
competition? What is the
rationale for this?
A. It is true that ferry operations in
island passenger transport are
regulated by the state in terms of
ticketing, licencing, crewing,
scheduling and duration of
operation on an annual basis. We
are going to re-examine some of
these regulations in order to
diminish state intervention.
' The Minister of Merchant Marine,
Stavros Soumakis, declined to be
interviewed for th is survey. A member of
his staff prepared the above answers to
questions. They have been edited.
2

Ct. page37.

Nevertheless, it must be made
clear that there will be a unified set
of rules for any EU flagged ship
operating in this field .

a. Is the effort to ensure
computerised scheduling and
ticketing on inter-island trades
working? How does this square
with the policy of apparently
protecting smaller, local
operators who do not have the
resources to upgrade their
vessels let alone their
administrative operations?
A. The computerised booking and
ticketing system on inter-island
trades is, at the moment, operating
at a satisfactory level. A good
number of shipping companies
have already implemented the
system and it is running
satisfactorily. A small number of
companies have installed the
system in their offices but at the
moment are experiencing
problems connecting their main
agents in various ports into the
system and in training personnel.
There continues to be a very small

Ano TIJV

number of companies which have
yet to install the system. Local
operators who operate lines
between ports within the country
are not obliged to implement the
system.

a.The effort continues to define
an EU common maritime policy.
What would be the main
provisions that the·Greek
government would like
incorporated? From a number of
documents that I have read it
would appear that there is a
growing concensus that, for
European flags to remain
competitive, there must be state
assistance in the form of reliefs
from tax and social security
contributions. What is your
position on this?
A. Greece is a traditional maritime
nation. Our merchant fleet is
engaged in cross trades and
therefore our main concerns have
always been the maintenance of
free and fair competition and
unrestricted access to cargoes in
combination with the opening of
world markets through the

abolition of protective practices
and restrictive measures.
These goals have been achieved
to a certain extent through the
application of the agreements
within the OECD, the package of
Community regulations of 1986,
the bilateral agreements of the
country as well as the agreements
signed between the EU and third
countries. Furthermore, the above
goals will also be pursued during
the forthcoming round ofGATI
negotiations.
Greece has always been a strong
advocate of issues related to the
safety of navigation and the
protection ofthe marine
environment. In this respect we
shall continue to support the
iniatives undertaken within the IMO
[International Maritime
Organisation] and the European
Union.
As regards state assistance,
taxation and social security
contributions, all EU member
states have to comply with relevant
Community guidelines which have
already been published and
entered into force .
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Michael Sakellis,

marketing and sales director, Strintzis
Lines:
Piraeus is the hub for most ferry services. There is only limited traffic from
other centres or inter·island

2001 respectively.
As of 2004, the Greek
cabotage exclusion ends and all
European Union ferry operators
will have access to Greek waters.
There will be nothing to stop
foreigners from establishing on
profitable dedicated routes like
Crete or establishing fast 'taxi'
services
employing
new
technology vessels to service
high-density tourist islands.

Restrictions sought
Most Greek operators have
been counting on a residual
restriction requmng foreign
operators to abide by national
rules. The Ministry would be able
at least to insist on Greek crews for safety reasons crews must
speak the language of the country
- creating a costly entry barrier
to foreign vessels.
But this issue has not been resolved by the European

Ferry company earnings
(Drbn)

1995

1996

9.1
28.0
14.5

14.0
32.3
16.6

1997

Turnover
Superfast
Minoan•
Strintzis
Profits (net before tax)
Superfast
Minoan•
Strintzis
' 199 7 figures are estimates
Sources: Company literature
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Commission and the Dutch have
proposed to allow lower deck
crews from countries outside the
EU.
Given the facility with which
Philipino and Sri Lankan sailors
have fitted into the Greek ocean
going fleet, they could easily man
Greek ferries.
Ferry operators are deeply
divided between those who
believe that domestic trade
should be deregulated now so
that larger Greek companies can
prepare to meet foreign competition, and those firms who
seek to stick to the traditional,
regulated system.
According to Michael Sakellis, marketing and sales director
of Strintzis Lines the state not
only controls route licences but
also itineraries, sailing times, and
fares.
The annual licence fee is
currently Dr20,000/passenger
capacity - e.g., a vessel capable
of carrying 1,500 people would
pay Dr30 mn - payable to the
Seamen's Pension Fund (NAT).
Licences are supposed to be
valid from November 1 to
October 31. Companies submit
bids, the ministry vets them and
calls the competing shipping
companies together to see if they
can mutually agree itineraries.
If they can't, then the
ministry steps in to regulate
matters. For example, if there is
an advantageous sailing time it

"The Ministry is not interested in
introducing competition, it wants to
keep everything in a state of
equilibrium. No one is willing to
invest when the state controls you in
this way."

is shared among competing
vessels each getting it in turn on
different days. Faster vessels will
be required to depart later than
slower ones in order that both
should arrive at their destination
at about the same time.
"The Ministry is not interested in introducing competition," says Sakellis, "it wants to
keep everything in a state of
equilibrium.
"No one is willing to invest
when the state controls you in
this way.

Competition needed
"Cabotage and controls must
end so that the best owners can
develop and renew their fleets."
Sakellis says that fares are also
effectively fixed by the fact that
the state charges tax, VAT and
port duties on a set figure.
Discounts are supposed only to
be offered to groups, students,
children and the disabled. The
maximum discount is supposed
tobe25 %.
"Some companies don't keep
to these prices. There are many
bogus students."
Some lines have introduced
computer ticketing systems, including reservations. The government is supporting this to
prevent overbooking and overloading. Lines cannot get licen-

Pantelis Sfinias,
chief executive officer, Minoan Lines:
"If the government left the market
completely free, then everyone would
want Piraeus-Herakleion. The
government will have to keep the
system so that the non-tourist
islands are served."

ces without being computerised.
The problem is subagents
who continue to issue tickets
manually thus obviating prior
control of numbers.
"For an agency to issue tickets
for us," says Sakellis, "he must
have computers. But it makes us
less competitive given that lazy
subagents continue to issue
tickets by hand.
"The state wants to control
the maximum number of passengers going on board a ship but
for this to work, everyone has to
have computers like the airline
companies."
Pericles Panagopoulos argues
in favour of route relaxation now
so that operators can prepare for
2004 and possible foreign
competition.
"The end of 1998 is the limit
for ordering newbuildings. If we
are going to prepare ourselves,
we have to know now what the
rules will be then."
But Pantelis Sfinias, chief
executive officer of Minoan
Lines, counters with the argument that profitable routes have to
be regulated so that non-tourist
islands also are covered.
For example, as part of its
licence to serve Crete it also has
to serve Astypalaia, Amorgos,
Sikinos and los. Sfinias reckons
that, even after 2004, when all
routes will be open to competi-

Minoan managed to persuade the Merchant Marine Minister that local lines
should be allowed to continue to service Crete but to do so it had to offer to put
a high speed vessel on the route by 2000

tion, the government will still
make serving small islands a
licencing condition for highdensity routes.
"If the government left the
market completely free, then
everyone would want PiraeusHerakleion. The government
will have to keep the system so
that the non-tourist islands are
served."

Upgrades for Crete
Last September, Attica Enterprises applied to have one of
the new Superfasts, ply the Cretan runs for 18-months to test the
market.
Panagopoulos claims the ship
could make the passage in 5.5
hours compared to 12 for existing vessels. He proposed a 15%
reduction in existing prices for
one-way tickets, a 23.5% reduction for round trips, and a 20%
reduction in the price for trucks
and cars.
Strintzis also applied to put its
21-knot capacity Ionian Galaxy
on the Cretan route.
Minoan managed to persuade
Merchant Marine Minister
Stavros Soumakis that the Cretan lines should be allowed to
continue to service the island but
to do so it had to offer to put a high
speed vessel on the route by 2000
(this will be the newbuilding
arising from its IPO).
May 11 Minoan announced

that it was taking over Lane Line
which operates one ship on the
Piraeus Crete route.
Other operators also had to
commit themselves to renew
their fleet, to offer family
discounts and to serve more
small islands.
"The Cretan lines are the
creation of the Cretan people,"
says Sfinias. "They are among its
most profitable enterprises. The
people are very sensitive to their
future and want them to
continue."
But, say the free marketeers,
business isn't about sentiment.
"The state denied Crete the
service of newbuildings," says
Sakellis. "This is progress? The
state doesn't care about development only about keeping
things quiet.
"Without competition there
will be no new buildings to service Greek domestic lines."
Panagopoulos still has his eye
on the Cretan route but he could
also consider third country
operations such Italy- Turkey to
take advantage of the new
Customs Union traffic. He says
he has had approaches to
implement
operations
in
northern Europe.
Strintzis has already diversified abroad buying in 1992
the Swansea-Cork ferry line
between Wales and Eire, an
operation which provides a
significant proportion of its
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cruise compan ies can pick up
passengers in Greek ports but
they must disembark in another
cou nt1y.
T his restriction wi ll end as of
January 1, 1999 when vessels flying other EU flags will gain
access to Greek ports.
Accord ing to Andreas Potamianos, president of the Union
of Passenger Ship Owners,
there are some 20 cruise liners
plying Greek waters now. O nce
cabotage is lifted th is number
could double. Some cruise operators are a lready re-flagging
from third cou ntry flags such as
Liberia and Panama to EU registries in order to take adva nt(lge.
T he American cruise company Carnival has taken a 50%
• Artist's impression
interest in the Italian cruise
company, Costa. The
smaller ships of
other half is owned by
aro und
25,000 Greek
Airtours UK in which
companies
dwt with passenCarnival has a 30%
offer destinager complements
~ interest, making it the
tion cruising
of less tha n I,000.
majority share holder
with emphasis
T he
operain Costa.
on the sites
tors offer what's
Potamianos says
visited rather
known as destithan shipboard
that Greek operaactivities. Their
natio n cruisi ng.
tors do not fear
small ships suit
Most days are
competition provispe nt in port alGreek island
ded that all the flags
lowi ng passenharbours.
operate the same
gers excursio ns L ______..t::=:::::l rules, particularly
to hi storic towns, cultura l
as rega rds crewing.
mo num e nts and museums.
The cabotage covers Greek
The vessels sail to the next destifl agged vessels but Greek nag
natio n at speed overnight, offerru les classify stewards, waiters
ing en tertainment o n the way.
and kitchen staff as crew and reIt's like touring without the
qu ire that the positions be fi lled
problem of having to pack and
by Greeks. Vessels nying other
unpack each day and with the
EU flags employ third count1y
boring bit - getting there nationals for their ' hotel staff at
done while sleep ing.
much cheaper rates.
Greek cruise ope rators have
"We are constantly in touch
had two factors operating m
with the European Commission
theirfavour.
lobbying for unified regulations.
First, the infrastructure in
We can compete provided the
G reek po rts is too limited to reterms are the same," says Potaceive the ultra-large vessels.
mianos.
Second, there are cabotage
Greek operators are also
restrictions which allow o nly
lobbying fo r changes in the
Greek tlag vessels to embark and
application of Va lue Added Tax.
disembark cruise passengers
If a vessel does not stop at at least
from G reek ports. Foreign
one port outside Greek waters,

Cruises: destination shi r shore

Royal Olympic Cruises newbuilding (unnamed)

ruising is a growth sector.
During the past quarter
century the number of
cruise passe ngers worldwide has
increased by 9% a year. There
are currently some 200 cruise
ships afloat. In 1996, approximately 6.3 mn people took cruises. By 2005 the demand will
exceed nine millio n.
The volume is generated by
the large American cruise companies such as Carnival and Royal Cruise International operating vessels of 80,000 - 100,000
dwt carrying between 2,000 3,000 passengers. T hey are
floating hotels with the vessel
itself often the destination and
the emphasis on shipboard
activities. (The Disney Corporation, e.g., is to launch a Hollywood themed liner.)
The Mediterranean ranks
third in worldwide cruise capacity behind the Caribbean and
Alaska.
But it, too, is an expanding
area with compound annual
growth of approx imately 15% a
year during the past decade.
Total capacity in 1997 was 3.3
mn berth/days.
Mediterranean operators use

C
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Festival has a $250 mn, 49,700 dwt newbuilding, under construction. Due for
delivery at the end of June 1998, it is currently known as hull J31.

Festival, recogmsmg the
pending competition, has a $250
mn, 49,700 dwt newbuilding,
under construction in St. Lazair.
She'll have passenger capacity of
1,700 and a cruising speed of
19.5 knots, using a new form of
electro-populsion direct to twin
props with no main engine. It's
said to be less noisy, to produce
less vibration and to make
manoeuvring easier.
The company plans to have a
fleet of six vessels by 2000 and to
this end is seeking an option on a
second newbuilding and looking
for another vessel second hand,
newer than the original three.

Refurbishment costly
"You used to be able to buy a
30-year
old
vessel
and
completely refurbish it because
labour costs were low," says
Theodore
Kontes,
vice
chairman
technical
and
marketing. "But its not worth it
anymore to strip out and convert
an old ship.
"We will keep our older
vessels for budget operations
but you have to think carefully of
all the new safety regulations."
The company has ISM and ISO
9002 certification.
"We spent a lot of money to
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fulfil the SOLAS requirements.
The only way to go today is newbuildings."
Vessels of up to 48,000 dwt
can sail into ports such as Mykonos and Santorini.
But the feeling of the Greek
operators is that the great hotel
ships will never be successful in
the Greek islands, there are just
too many passengers. It takes
much of the day to disembark
andre-embark and once ashore,
the venue is swamped with
people from the ship.
"Handy sized vessels will
always be in operation for Greek
island cruising," says Kontes.
One of the biggest problems
facing Mediterranean cruise
companies is the multiplicity of
cultures that have to be catered
for.
Festival has a web site in nine
languages quoting prices in 20
different currencies. On board
operations are primarily in
Italian with the lira as the basic
currency quoted at a single rate
for the duration of a voyage.
But menus are provided in up
to six languages and food has to
cater to many different cuisines.
Entertainment is in Italian and
English.
Two of the existing vessels fly

the Panamanian flag, one the
Bahamian. The officers are
Greek but the deck and lower
crew are Philipinos and
Indonesians.
The new ship will fly the
French flag and have French
officers as part of the newbuild
package. It will be the only cruise
liner under the French flag, and
the company is hoping to steal a
march in the Gallic market.
When cabotage is lifted, the
company plans operations out of
Piraeus with seven day island
cruises and longer journies
taking in Egypt, Israel and
Turkey.
Potamianos says that even if
other companies come to
Greece once cabotage is lifted,
they will advertise the venue,
and thus enhance the international profile of Greek cruising.

Olympics
accommodation
All the companies are looking
to the Olympics in 2004 to boost
their business, primarily through
cruises before, during and after
the games.
The Olympic committee's bid
was predicated on cruise ships
being available as floating hotels
with a special quay at Phaleron
for them to anchor.
"There's talk of a quay," says
Potamianos. "But talk is talk."
Royal
Olympic
might
withdraw one or two ships to act
as hotels, he says. Stella Solaris
was chartered this way for the
Barcelona Olympics.
But Kontes thinks that it
would not be viable to interrupt
normal cruising unless room
rates are very high.
"It might be commercial for
some older vessels. But well
established operators with well
known vessels probably won't do
it unless they run special Olympic
packages.
"It should, however, produce
good spin-offs."
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jointly by the National Bank of
Greece ( 48 .54% ), ETV A
(37 .46 % ) and Ionian Bank
(14%); and,
• Nafsi, majority owned by
ETVA (75.1 % ).
Potential buyers were only
interested provided they could
lay off large numbers of workers
and make the rest more productive to achieve profitability.
For two years nothing
happened until the New Democracy government introduced
legislation allowing firms to be
put in liquidation, while continuing in operation, thus permitting layoffs while preserving
companies as a going concern.
Even then, privatisation
proved difficult as the government, the chief shareholder in
th e selling banks, pr esse d
potential buyers to come up with
offers that would minimise job
losses.
Tenders for the yards could
best be described as murky with
deals being announced as done
Greece, was given special dispensation, to write off the the heavy debt burden
and then revoke d as bu yers
of state-owned yards, provided that they were privatised
demanded more state
subsidies to make
In
1990,
the
he rapid expansion of the
Privatising
their projects viable
European
Comworld economy in the three
Greek
or unions rejected
mission
in
its
sedecades after the end of
shipyards was
the numbers of
venth directive on
WWIIled to a global burgeona painful and
layoffs involved.
shipbuilding called
ing of ship building capacity.
expensive
The infighting,
for an end to subprocess.
Following the oil price hikes of
between various
Newbuilding
sidies which led to
the 1970s and the concommitant
opportunities
groups of shipowa radical rundown
slowdown in industrial produchave been lost
ners , was far too
in
production
tion, shipyards around the world
to the Far East
complex to begin
capacity and huge
found themselves with overcaand eastern
to itemise here. A
job losses in some
pacity, overmanning and fiEurope.
few highlights,
countries.
nancial difficulties.
however, will give
Greece,
was
giBut as Nikos Tavoularis, prea
sense.
ven
special
dispensation,
to
sident of Elefsis Shipyards, re• Nafsi, which once
write off the the heavy debt
marked during a recent conferemployed
300, was placed in
burden
of
state-owned
yards,
ence on the shipping industry,
liquidation in operation in 1992
provided that they were priv"shipyards are labour intensive
before being sold to to the
atised. They were:
factories with strong unions and
Kalogeridis brothers for Dr350
• Hellenic Shipyards, owned
politicians are very sensitive to
mn in 1993 with its workforce
by the Hellenic Industrial Detheir reactions."
reduced to 160.
velopment Bank (ETVA) ;
Instead of streamlining, most
In 1995, the company became
• Elefsis Shipyards, owned
European yards were able to
·
embroiled
in a spurious bid for
primarily by the Commercial
persuade governments to
Hellenic
Shipyards
with the
Bank group (72.67 % ) and
provide subsidies that prevented
result
that
the
principals
ETV
A
(24.62%
);
layoffs but served to make the
forfeited a bankbond of Dr250
• Neorion Shipyards, owned
yards even less competitive.

Shipyards: painful restructuring

T
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mn and Nafsi went bankrupt.
The incident ended in riots by
redundant workers outside the
Ministry of Merchant Marine.
• Neorion was sold three
times to buyers who said that
they could keep some 300 of the
700 workers but each time the
deal fell through because of
objections from the workforce.
The yard was finally closed
before being sold for Dr2.15 bn
in summer 1994 to Amber Maritime, a consortium of Greek
businessmen led by Nikos
Tavoularis. (He is a one-time
adviser to the energy department of the ministry of industry
- the ministry ultimately
responsible for the sale.)
This was less than an offer of
Dr3.6 bn made a year earlier by
Greek American interests,
however, the new consortium
promised to take back 320
workers immediately and 660
workers eventually and to
transfer 5% of the capital to the
workforce and to pay 15 % of
annual profits into a special
insurance fund for the workers.
• Elefsis, after a bidding
procedure that ended up in the
courts, was sold in 1992 to the
Peraticos shipping group for
$58.4 mn, with $11.7 mn
downpayment and the balance
payable in installments starting
in July 1, 1995. Managing director Costis Peraticos claimed
that an audit of the balance sheet
showed discrepancies of $32.5
mn and before the first
installment was due, decided to
cut his losses and closed the yard.
The company complained
that promised state contracts
had not been forthcoming and
that as a repair yard Elefsis was
only viable with a workforce of
600 instead of the 2,000 it
employed.
The government ordered a
consortium of state-controlled
banks to re-open the yard and
keep it in operation pending
retendering.

Neorion was 'sold' three times to buyers who said that they could keep some
300 of the 700 workers but each time the deal fell through because of
objections from the workforce

It was sold in June 1997 to
Elefsis
Shipbuilding
and
Industrial Corporation, also
headed by Nicos Tavoularis, for
Dr30 bn over 15 years (with a
three year grace period) plus
in
promises of Dr6.7bn
investment and jobs for 750
workers.
• Hellenic Shipyards needed extensive balance sheet
restructuring before it could be
offered for sale. The European
Commission authorised special
dispensation for Greece to write
off Dr44 bn in debt provided it
was used to prepare yards for
sale and did not lead to expansion in production capacity.
However, neither the New
Democracy government nor the
PASOK administration which
followed seemed anxious to sell
Hellenic and it was only after a
European Court ruling that,
unless the yard was privatised
the debt write-offs would be
considered illegal state aid, that
legislation was passed in 1995 to
prepare the yard for sale. There
was only one bidder, the Peraticos group, and there were

allegations, at the time that it
closed Elefsis, that it had done
so as a tactical manoeuvre that
backfired. The company denies
this.
The government was left with
less than two months to find a
buyer before it became liable to
a massive EU fine equivalent to
Dr82bn.

Loophole utilised
The government had one
loophole. Under the EU restructuring programme, the state was
entitled to keep 51% in one yard
"justified by defence interest".
Thus two possibilities were
canvassed for Hellenic transfer of the yard to the
Ministry of Defence or sale of
49% of the yard to the worforce
with retention of the majority by
is current state-owner, ETVA.
At the eleventh hour, a Dr8
bn bid was received from Nafsi,
purportedly backed by five
major international shipping
and shipyard groups. It was
accompanied by promises of a
DrlO bn investment programme
and jobs for 2,200 of the 3,025
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David Groves,
managing director, Hellenic Shipyards:
"Greek culture doesn't lend itself to
teamwork. The workforce is very
individualistic. The advantage, of
course, is that they are lateral
thinkers."
In 1996, Hellenic Shipyards turned a profit of $10.2 mn on turnover of $197.7
mn compared to a loss of $18.6 mn on turnover of $85 mn a year earlier

workforce. Costas Simitis, the
then Industry Minister, announced the bid only to
discover the following day that
three of the five international
firms said they knew nothing
about it. In the fallout from the
fiasco , Nafsi went under, Mr.
Simitis resigned claiming that
there was a plot to damage his
political career, and the government , in a panic to avoid the
Commission's fine, hastily sold
49% of the yard to the workforce.
The workers paid Dr8.2 bn
for their share which was to be
deducted from their salaries
and dividend entitlements. Six
hundred workers were to take
early or voluntary retirement
with the prospect of another
400 leaving within a year.
It was styled as a privatisation. But the heavily indebted
ETVA", remained the owner,
loaned the workforce the
money to buy its 49% and was
the source of the salaries from
which the repayment instalments would be deducted.
Nonetheless the European
Commission accepted the deal
and even authorised an increase
in the amount of debt to be
written off to Dr54.5 bn.
The 'new' owners drew up a
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five year business plan calling
for: a reduction in the workforce to 2,000, a reduction in
overheads by 55 %, $60 mn investment in modernisation and
an increase in productivity of
5% a year.
To achieve this it put the
management to tender in the
private sector. In late 1996,
Brown & Root of the UK won a
five year contract for a flat fee
plus a percentage of incre mental operating profits.
In 1996, Hellenic Shipyards
turned a profit of $10.2 mn on
turnover of $197.7 mn compared
to a loss of $18.6 mn on turnover
of $85 mn a year earlier. Writeoffs net of indemnity claims
allowed the yard to reduce
aggregate debt from $444 mn to
a more manageable $168 mn.
The new managing director
is David Groves who has a management team of nine- eight
foreign and one Greek - five of
whom, including himself, worked on the privatisation of the
Davenport Yard in Plymouth,
UK, during the period 198793.
"We've done this before. We
are not meeting anything new.
Dockyards are the same the
world over," he says.
The difference in Greece is

that three of the seven members
of the board are members of the
workers' co-operative.
"The advantage is that trade
union problems get tackled at
board level. The disadvantage is
that the workers ' co-operative
has too deep an interest in the
business rather than just the
strategy. It doesn 't give us the
flexibi lity that we need to run
the business."
By March this year, the workforce had been reduced from
2,300 to 1,970.
"So far we have had the union behind us on this aspect of
restructuring."

Planning problems
But because the yard remains in the public sector, it is
covered by public sector firing
and hiring policies.
In 1997, the company budgeted for 300 fewer people than
it ultimately was forced to employ . "That meant $4 mn in
wages that could have been
avoided," says Groves.
Obversely it is seeking to hire
key new workers but because of
the labour law governing public
hirings (2527/97) every post has
to be authorised by the Supreme
Council for Personnel Selection
' See Revolution - Evolution, Special
Survey No. 20, pp. 22-24.
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Some 40% of Hellenic Shipyard's workload is
for the Navy. It recently completed a second
MEKO class frigate

before it can be advertised and
every hiring has to be approved
by a government committee.
"The biggest threat to the
shipyard is labour legislation
and the bureaucracy of govern-
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mental bodies controlling employment in the public sector ... ,"
Groves told a shipping conference in late 1997.
The other challenge, he says,
is "to obtain a full day's work for
a full day's pay".
"The workers feel that they
are paying to have a job. I keep
trying to stress to them that 'This
belongs to you. It ' s either a
success or a failure. I've got a
five year contract. I'll be gone.
You'll be here.'
"But although the workforce
are part owners, they still
consider themselves employees
paying for a job through their
shares."
The loans granted to the
work force have a seven year
term. Repayments are deducted from their monthly salary
less any dividends that they are
due. Groves says the workers
still do not seem to have taken
on board the idea that the
greater the profit, the greater
the dividend and the easier their
repayment obligations.
For 1997, profits were esti-

No

29-

mated at just $1 mn on $85 mn
turnover. (That means no incentive payment for Brown &
Root because there was no
increase in profits over 1996.)
Part of the problem is the
work force 's long term experience of job security regardless
of performance.
"The problem is not life
threatening to a company which
is insulated from the market
place by state subsidies but the
problem must be overcome
when state subsidies cease," says
Groves. Hellenic Shipyards has
not received any state subsidies
since January 1, 1996.
The other problem is labour
legislation which curbs flexible
working. "We wanted to veer
and haul on the 40-hour week, "
says Groves. For example, when
there was extensive repair work
available, the management
sought to introduce 24-hour
working - with rolling four day,
12-hour shifts. The union
insisted on five day working with
overtime at weekends.
Proposed new labour legis-
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GREEK OUTWARD INVESTMENT
uring the three decades 1960 - 90, the
constant concern of public policy makers
was how to attract inward investment to
Greece. Today many Greek firms have reached
a level of development where it is they which
are now expanding overseas. The Balkans has
been the primary focus of attention but there
also have been investments made in places as
diverse as Russia, Iran, Australia and China in
fields as varied as mining, food, plastics and
financial services. Methods have included
direct Investments, buy-ins and buy-outs, joint
ventures and licencing agreements.

D

This begs the question why? Are domestic
markets mature or are the goods in question
simply not readily transportable? Is there more
profit to be had from taking the plant to the
resource? Are foreign operating conditions
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more profitable, e.g., is the work force
cheaper. Above all, what is the benefit to the
Greek economy arising from these outflows of
capital?
These and related issues will be examined in
detail in our Special Survey No. 29, Greek
Outward Investment, to appear in October
1998.
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lation should ameliorate this
somewhat but not completely.
Groves says that the Greek
experience to date has not been
all that different than what was
encountered in the UK.
"The big difference is in the
culture. Greek culture doesn 't
lend itself to teamwork . The
workforce is very individualistic.
The advantage, of course, is that
they are lateral thinkers. "
Groves also complains of a
lack of forward planning.
Some 40 % of the yard's
workload is for the Hellenic
Navy. It is currently finishing a
MEKO class frigate and four
gunboats but, despite the fact
that the Navy has a seat on the
board of the revamped company, the yard does not know
yet what other work might be
in the pipeline.
" We are not aware of the
Navy's procurement schedulewh a t type of work they might

want, what volume and when.
"Without such knowledge we
feel naked. We can ' t reserve
capacity for an unknown time
when a contract might be placed
with us."
Despite all this, Groves says
that if the management contract
is renewed, then there is " a
possibility that Brown & Root
might wish to continue".
Groves says that with the new
investment programme, the
yard has potential. It ha s a
comparative advantage in wages
compared with northern
European yards but for the time
being this is offset by low
productivity.
The modernisation programme will provide the workforce with better equipment to
improve their output. Plans call
for upgrades in slipways, new
cranes, a new ship lift capable of
hoisting up to 4,000 tons ,
modern workshop machinery

and vehicles for the yards.
"I'm fed up with cannibalising everything just to keep
things moving", says Groves.
He is trying to re-profile the
yard away from repairs to
newbuilding in the high
technology end of the market.
"If we can build the MEKOs
then we 've got to be good at
something," he says.
Groves wants to pitch for
business building yachts, cruise
liners, survey vessels, and oilindustry structures including
floating production and offshore storage units. There are
potential markets in Greek
waters, the Black Sea and the
Caspian. There is also great
potential in replacing the ferry
fleet. The work would be less
profitable than high tech
newbuildings but not too much
so because "all Greeks would
want something different - not
a standard ferry".

THE CALLITSIS GROUP
OF COMPANIES
Transportation is our Business
Since 1910 Callitsis Organization offers its vast
knowledge and experience in the transportation field
and guarantees the maximum service in moving cargoes
from point to point.
The group of companies through its specialization covers:

• CONTAINER OPERATION • LINER AND TRAMP SHIPS AGENCY
• SHIPBROKING/CHARTERING • ROAD HAULAGE • AIR FREIGHT
• WAREHOUSING
GEORGE A.CALLITSIS SUCCSRS S.A.
CALLITSIS BUILDING 54, FILONOS STREET
185 35 PIRAEUS GREECE
PHONES:4220900 (10 LINES), FAX:4220931, 4220911
TELEX:212442, 212920, 212909 CALG GR.
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New corporate and service mentality
raditionally Greek shipowners have been known
as asset players buying vessels when markets were depressed and selling on the upswing.
With their deep cash resources
and good banking relations they
could afford to gamble and often
made more on their transactions
than on their trading business.
They tended not to buy new
vessels. The depreciation costs
are huge. One estimate put the
figure in the early 1990s for a
100,000 ton tanker at between
$10 - 12 mn over the first five
years.
But as new regulations have

T

Profile of Greek fleet by ship typea
No. of vessels

GRT (mn)

DWT (mn)

' Vessels of over 1,000 tons ' The percentage of Greek vessels in
the world fleet subcategories are estimates.

Source: Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee
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come into force - particularly
the US government requirement
for tankers to be double hulled
and the ISM Code ' s higher
standards - the demand for
younger vessels has increased
and that initial depreciation
figure has more than halved.
There is still a tendency
among Greek fleet owners to
buy second hand. But where
once t)Je idea was to buy old
vessels (upwards of 15-years)
and work them to scrap, the
tendency now is to buy three t~
five year old vessels whose first
owners have worked out any
bugs or design faults.
In the tanker sector, particularly, there is an increasing tendency to create newbuilt fleets
and to work the ships for their
lifetime.
A new corporate mentality is
evolving and owners think of
themselves less as traders and
more as service providers.
Partly this is the result of a
new generation coming to the
fore. For example, Peter Livanos has succeeded his late father,
George, at Ceres; Nikos Tsakos,
is now president of MIF the
tanker arm of the Tsakos Shipping group; Nikos Peraticos has
become chairman of Pegasus
Shipping (Hellas); and Vassilis
Kertsikoff is president and chief
financial officer at Eletson.
Most of the new generation
have university degrees in engineering or in shipmanagement
or hold Masters of Business
Administration.
They are open to notions
such as information flow and
quality management. Th-ey are
also more ope n to equity
financing.
Old structures remain with
vesse ls owned by one-ship
companies registered in tax
havens that do not levy tax on
earnings.
The groups still have mana-

Marianna Moschou,
deputy head, Citibank's Global
Shipping Division:
"Provided you have the right
advisers, running a shipping
company is probably no different
than managing a shoe factory."

gement companies which broker
the ships and technical companies to operate them against
nominal fees.
Countries such as the UK tax
these companies only on the fees
paid to them not on the income
generated by the ships. They
reckon that the benefits to their
economy through the inflows of
insurance premiums and service
fees outweigh the loss to their
exchequers.
The difference is that today
these structures are itemised in
prospectuses and annual reports. The fact that they continue to be family businesses is
found in the notes to the
accounts under rubrics such as
'the company and the shipmanagement company have certain
common officers and directors'.
There is transparency but not
lucidity. As one ship owner, put
it "After all, the information
that ' s published is what I
provide."
There is a question about the
affinity this new generation has
with seafaring.
However, says Marianna
Moschou of Citibank, "provided
you have the right advisers ,
running a shipping company is
probably no different than
managing a shoe factory. "
The following four shipping
groups represent different
aspects of the new mentality.

Eletson
letson was founded in 1966
by four ship captains who
pooled their resources to buy
their first vessel. They began
with tanker trades generally
then focussed on carriage of
products.
Foreseeing what was coming
in terms of new ship-standards
the company began building
double-hulled tankers in the
mid-1980s.
They've built blocks of sisterships a tactic which provides
economies of scale, e.g., in provision of spares, and ease of operation, e.g., officers and crew
can rotate within the series and
be immediately familiar with the
vessel right down to the layout
of quarters.
The company took four
46,538 dwt vessels from Korea
Shipbuilding & Engineering
Corporation in 1989/90; four
Epoch Mark lis (45,425 dwt)
from Hitachi in 1991/92, three
Panamaxes (66,895 dwt) from
Hyundai in 1992/93 and another
four Panamaxes (68,232 dwt)
from Zaliv of the Ukraine in
1993/6 plus three Handymaxes
(46,700 dwt) from Hyundai in
1995.
The company ordered four
"Double Eagle" vessels (46,500
dwt) from Newport News
Shipbuilding, a yard that used to
build for the US Navy. These
were due in 1997 and this year.
There were delays with the first
and the company refused delivery. The others are still in the
pipeline.
The target is to create a fleet
of about 20 product tankers capable of operating to all ports
including the US with its
stringent OPA 90 rules.
The company floated a bond
worth $140 mn in 1993 to assist
the renewal programme.

E
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Eletson's target is to create a fleet of about 20 product
tankers capable of operating to all ports including the US with
its stringent OPA 90 rules

It has since also taken advantage of so-ca lled Title XI
financing for the Americanbuilds, a US government loan
guarantee available for
domestic newbuildings since the
1930s but now offered for
vessels built for export. It provides 25-year loan guarantees for
up to 87.5% of the cost of the
vessel.
"Our policy," says Vassilis
Kertsikoff, vice president and
chief financial officer of
Eletson, "has been to renew the
fleet, get support finance and
become corporate."
The company trades primarily spot but has a broad base of
repeat clients. "It's a more
intensive way of working but you
make more money that way."
The vessels are Greek flagged. " It 's a key aspect of our
operation. It ' s one of the
sources of our competitive
advantage. We won't shout and
moan for $200 - 300 [a day] in
crew savings.

"The standard complement
for ships our size is 15 but we
carry 20 to 21 for proper maintenance support.
"We're getting a premium
either in money or in better utilisation of the vessels."
Kertsikoff says the company
would be entering a period of
consolidation but for the delays
in delivery of the latest series of
vessels.
"There are late delivery
penalties but it can't compensate for the lost operating
revenues.
"We're evaluating our strategic growth opportunities across the board including newbuildings. The present
condition of the market would
make it easy to buy second
hand but that ' s not our
philsophy.
"We've got an operator philosophy. We're in a service business. We 're not buying and
selling on an opportunistic
basis."

Tsakos Group
The Tsakos group consist~ of
.l two main sh1p-holdmg
companies (with associated ship
management and operating
companies): Global Ocean Carriers and MIF. It also has a fishing
fleet, a shipyard in Uruguay and
and offshore oil platform support
group.
Global Ocean Carriers, the
dry cargo arm, has been listed on
the American Stock Exchange in
New York since 1988 and MIF
Ltd. , the tanker company, has
been listed since its inception in
1993, on the Bermuda Exchange
and , since 1996, on the Oslo
Exchange.
Global Ocean which used to
specialise in bulk carriers has
been moving into containers.
Eight of its fleet of 13 vessels are
container ships (1,000- 2,700
TEUs) operating as feeder ships.
It 's got four Panamax bulkers,
one Handysize Bulker and a 24year- old tanker. The tanker is
chartered till1999 but will
probably go for scrap before its
next special survey in 2001.
The average age of the container ships is approaching 19
years but this is not considered a
difficulty as container vessels are
said to take less strain than bulkers and general cargo vessles
and are estimated to have a
working life of up to 30 years.

Cash for ships
MIF raised $35 mn through its
IPO in 1993 which, together with
bank lending, allowed it to boost
its tanker fleet from six to 11 by
1996. It consisted ofthree Aframax crude carriers and eight product carriers, seven of which are
double hulled for US trade.
In December 1996 a flotation
of two further tranches of shares
worth $77 mn in Oslo allowed
the company to order three newbuilding Aframaxes (107,000
dwt), two of which have been
delivered and one of which is
due next year.
Two of the vessels are on bare-

boat charter to Neptune
Orient Lines of Singapore and
the others are on time charters to
oil majors like Exxon, Petrobras
and Petromina. One is trading
spot between northern Europe
and the US east coast. Generally,
policy is to seek time charters with
oil majors.
Most of the oil multinationals
moved out of ship-owning after
the Exxon Valdez disaster in
order to limit their potential
liabilities.
"The majors now concentrate
on refining and marketing leaving
the transport to reliable operators," says George Saroglou, chief
operating officer of MIF.
"Even if you don't have a time
charter contract in your hands
when you take delivery of a new
vessel, you know that the demand
is there.
"The majors are very worried
about saftey so they want reliable
operators." The new vessels are
double hulled to comply with US
standards.
MIF has been ISM certified
since August last year. " This
safety culture is being absorbed
by all big owners. It will make it
very difficult for substandard
vessels to trade in major areas of
the planet and it will get rid of a
lot of our smaller competitors.
"They won't all go on July 1
but substandard ships will not be
able to stay in the market for
long. I hope it will create a
better market for everyone."
There have recently been a
number of large mergers among
fleet operators and Saroglou says
he expects to see new corporate
arrangements emerging in future.
"You will see players pooling
vessels - an operator who is
good in technical management
joining forces with another who is
good in chartering.
"Yo u might see alliances
rather than mergers to achieve
economies of scale and increase
profits.
"This would have been unheard of a few years ago when
each shipowner wanted to trade

Most oil majors have
got out of shipping
and left it to
private
operators .

on his own without considering
what the guy next door wanted to
offer him."
Saroglou thinks that the younger generation of shipowners
will increasingly drift towards
capital markets. " The fathers
were the founders with the vision. When the second generation comes into play, they have
been educated in London and
New York where capital market
tools were popular in the 1980s.
"The transition is not easy.
The old ship owners used to act
by instinct. They' d wake up in
the morning, smell the air and
go out and buy ships.
"You can't do that any more.
You might still have the smell of
the market but now you have to
back this up with numbers, cash
flow and board approval before
you go out and buy.
"There's a change of culture
here.
"In equity markets you ' re
more exposed. There is due
diligence with lawyers, you have
to produce quarterly results and
information for the exchanges.
You need to produce information for roadshows for shareholders or bondholders. There is
broker analysis.
"Com panies need people
who can run vessels efficiently as
in the past but they also need
whole new categories of people
who can maintain these contacts
through direct communication
so that you can maximise your
opportunities in the market."
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Olympic Shipping
and Management
S.A.
lympic Shipping and Management S.A. is the continuation of the Onassis group in
shipping. Profits are divided two
thirds to the business and one
third to the Alexander S. Onassis public benefit foundation
which finances the Onassis
international prizes and various
cultural and academic activities
and which in 1993 donated a $75
mn state-of-the art cardiac
surgery centre to the Greek
state.
The fleet consists of nine
tankers totalling 1.6 mn dwt
(including three VLCCs), all but
one under the age of eight, and
six bulkers totalling 213,152 dwt,
ranging between 13 - 16 years.
Five of these are I akers, plying
the Great Lakes in the summer
and seagoing trades only in the
winter , thus age is less of a
problem. Apart from Olympic,
the agents for the fleet are
Springfield Shipping Panama
SA and the fleet managers

O

John loannides,
director general, Olympic Shipping and
Management:
"Charterers today do not look only at
the quality fo the vessel but also at
the quality of the management

Olympic Agencies (UK) Ltd.
The company has obtained
ISM and ISO 9002 certification
and lays heavy emphasis on
safety and training.
"All our tankers are accepted
by the oil majors," says director
general John Ioannides.
" They were built for supporting charterers. From the
end of the 1980s we could see
the demand for new vessels to
protect the environment."
All but two of the fleet are
double hulled or double bottomed. The average age is

Since 1979, Olympic has been sending masters chief mates and port
captains to bridge simulator courses at the Coliege of Nautical Studies in
Southampton and more recently at KESEN in Piraeus
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dragged down by one VLCC,
the 1976 built Olympic Breeze, a single skinned vessel
which could continue trading
into US waters until the age of
30 under certain conditions.
"Due to its original quality ,
Olympic Breeze is one of the
best old vessels in the market,"
says Ioannides. "If the industry
continues to accept hydrostatic
loading we will extend her life
while the profits are there."
The company maintains
stringent safety standards
aboard ships and has a constant
programme of on board training. Masters, chief engineers,
and senior officers embarking
on a new vessel sail first as supernumeraries to familiarise
them with its functions.
Since 1979, the company has
been sending masters, chief
mates and port captains to bridge
simulator courses at the College
of Nautical Studies in Southampton and more rec e ntly at the
Merchant Shipping Officers '
Training Centre (KESEN) in Piraeus.
"Aristotle Onassis owned
Olympic Airways and they
brought to the shipping company the airline philosophy of
manuals, checklists and simulator training.
"We pioneered this and now
the rest of the industry is following."
Charterers operate an international data base called SIRE
for vetting oil tankers. Inspectors
input technical details and the
classification societies support
the system. The oil companies
also maintain their own data
bases.
"Our vessels are on the top of
the list of priority for charter,"
says Ioannides. "Charterers today do not look only at the quality of the vessel but also at the
quality of the management.
"When the market is bad we
are surely preferred. When the
market is medium to good sometimes we can ask a premium.

GREEK SHIPPING
"The problem is that price is
still important. Everybody is
looking to the last penny.
Charterers are not ready to pay
a premium for investment in
quality. For good ship owners
this is a matter of complaint.
The majors are trying to get the
advantage of the last penny
when at the same time they are
asking owners to invest in
quality. They are asking more
than they should."
In the present soft market,
the company trades most of its
vessels spot but, says
Ioannides, "the spirit of the
company is conservative and if
we find a suitable time charter
we'll put a ship on it."
He attributes the present
slowdown in the market in part
to the Far East financial crisis
(although it was forecast to cut
oil trades by some 30 % and
instead has caused a slowdown
of less than 10%) but in greater
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measure to oversupply of vessels
in the market.
He says banks and institutional investors have surplus
liquidity and are pressing shipowners to take loans or float
bonds. "They didn't learn their
lessons from the crisis of the
1980s.
"We ' re optimistic for the
future of crude carriers but
not over optimistic. We hope
over the next five years we will
have a slow, therefore healthy,
increase in trade, conditions
and rates. "
Olympic is looking at expanding its dry cargo fleet possibly
to ten vessels. It will keep the
!akers because there have been
none built since the mid-1980s
and they face little competition. The amount of time they
spend in fresh water operation
means their life expectancy is
longer than most bulkers.
(Some pure !akers have life
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spans of 50- 60 years.)
The bulker expansion will
probably come once the Far
East crisis is resolved. A number
of companies with vessels built
in the 1990s will have financial
difficulties as a result of trying to
service the debts on their young
fleets during a prolonged period
of poor rates. There should be
good quality ships on the market
at relatively cheap prices.
All the tankers but one and
all the bulkers but two fly the
Greek flag.
" We need and want the
Greek flag for lots of reasons having nothing to do with money.
" Sometimes the ministry
comes out with regulations
where they obviously don ' t
understand the impact on the
market.
" Now they are softening
the implementation of the
regulations - not making exceptions but not chasing us. "
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COMMERCIAL BANK OF GREECE S.A.
SHIPPING DIVISION
The Shipping Division covers
all the financial and investment
needs of Greed shipowners in a
fast, flexible and efficient way,
under competitive terms.

he Commercial Bank of Greece,
back in 1994, capitalizing on its
strong capital base, took the strategic
decision to diversify its activities by entering
in the shipping market - considering this
fundamental sector of Greek economy as its
traditional natural market - through the
establishment of a specialized unit, the
Shipping Division.

T

This new unit is located in the heart of
Piraeus in an owned building, a significant
investment of the Bank denoting its long
term commitment to the Greek shipping
community.
It is staffed by experiended and
specialized professionals and offers to the
shipping industry a wide range of specialized
products including foreign currency term
loans and deposits, guarantees, hedging
products, as well as intragroup cross sales
and full operating services.

Despite the strong competition
mainly coming from international
financial
institutions,
the
Shipping
Division
of
the
Commercial Bank of Greece
succeeded not only to overcome
the market's reservations - to
what extent a State controlled
Bank has the necessary mentality,
structure, promptness and flexibility needed
in shipping - but also to develop to a
significant factor both in the ocean going and
coastal markets.
In its four years of operation, the Shipping
Division has built up a loan portfolio
currently standing at $US 400 million to a
selective number of clients, including prime
names of the Greek shipping community,
meeting the Bank's credit criteria.
The Commercial Bank of Greece
continues its dynamic presence in the
market, targeting the further expansion of its
portfolio to selective Greek shipping
companies.

Constantine Ploumpidis,
Shipping Division Manager,
Commercial Bank of Greece S.A.
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CERES

Ceres Hellenic
Shipping Enterprises
eres Hellenic Shipping
Enterprises manages one of
the largest fleets afloat (more
than 5 mn dwt) on behalf of
Livanos family interests. It has
13 offices in eight countries with
a constantly evolving fleet
currently consisting of six
ULCCs (ultra-large crude carriers) , four Suezmax tankers,
three OBOs (oil-bulk-ore), five
bulkers and 23 chemical tankers
which are the backbone of the
Seachem pool. It also has a fleet
of 29 hydrofoils and catamarans
used for high speed passenger
transport to Greek islands
nearby Athens.
The company used to specialise in ' minis' small bulkers of
around 3,000 tons which were
good for shallow water and river
trades.
But since the early 1990s, the
company has begun disposing of
all its older vessels. The minis
have gone and it is gradually
replacing its crude and product
tankers.
It currently has a newbuilding programme in hand for
four Suezmax (150,000 dwt)
tankers all due for delivery this
year. They are so-called Ice
Class, built to operate in temperatures of up to minus 30 o C,
with extra strong steel for the

C

Ceres is gradually replacing its fleet of crude
and product tankers
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hulls and back- up auxiliary
equipment. They are for long
term charter to Ultramar/Diamond Shamrock to ply
routes from the North Sea to a
refinery in St. Remolde , Quebec, thus they must be capable
of p a ss a ge through the
frequently frozen mouth of the
St. Lawrence River.
The Seachem pool consists
of the 23 Ceres vessels plus two
newbuilds from Finaval of Italy.
The tankers mainly carry 'easy'
petrochemicals although five of
the ships have stainless steel
tanks with acid capacity.
The company got into the
chemicals trade after the
acquisition in 1989 of Canadian
Pacific Steamships which it
purchased " lock stock and
barrel - offices, people, ships
the business," according to Nicholas Fistes , executive vice
president and general manager.
"Diversity is one of the insurance policies in shipping.
Usually Greek companies concentrate on a particular type of
vessel or operation. But its not
wise to have all your eggs in one
basket."
Some Ceres ships are traded spot and others are time
chartered.
Ceres has a policy of building
only to specific business, as in
the case of the new Ice Class
tankers, but otherwise buying
on spec. "We do, however, put a
lot of emphasis on trying to have
business in place before we
acquire ships."
The company still uses traditional bank borrowing to finance its fleet. "It's a conservative company and doesn't go in
for exotic financing. A stock
market listing would be appropriate for some sectors of the
fleet but that's a question for the
owners."
Fistes says the deep downturn in the dry bulk market is
currently bad for business but it
could have long term benefits as
it will "get rid of the rust
buckets".

Nicholas Fistes,
executive vice president and general
manager, Ceres:
"Diversity is one of the insurance
policies in shipping. Usually Greek
companies concentrate on a
particular type of vessel or
operation. But its not wise to have all
your eggs in one basket."

"A combination of new regulations and low returns will force
many old ladies to the scrap
yards. There's still a demand for
scrap, despite falling prices, and
most owners would rather avoid
lay-up costs."
At the time of writing , the
company had completed internal procedures for ISM certification and was awaiting external audits. It was using the
opportunity to secure ISO 9002.
"We have no other option.
We are a big company and it requires a lot of resources and
time. But there is also a lot of
work to be done on improving
the human side. A lot of emphasis has been placed on making
the rules but not on training the
people. There should have been
more emphasis on the STCW."
The company is totally Greek
flagged except for ships on
bareboat charter.
"It 's more expensive than
other flags but we need the
Greek flag because we have
placed a lot of emphasis on
human resources and Greek
officers are our future."
Fistes says he sees little
future for Greek seamen as such
but would like to see a system
evolve whereby officers would
be trained on board.
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Future prospects and problems
Returns in shipping during
the decade of the 1990s have
been low, at around 10%
according to market analysts.
That is about what an entrepreneur might expect to earn by
investing in industry ashore. But
it's only half the return on equity
in the Greek service sector.
That's why some shipowners
have been diversifying onshore
in sectors such as banking
(Latsis / Eurobank, Vardinoyannis /Xiosbank, and Mavrakakis/
Dorian) leisure and hotels
(Chandris and Laskaridis ).
However, most Greek ship-

owners do not like tying up assets in fixed investments and
prefer more liquid investments.
"If you you can make 14% on
a mutual fund or 17% playing
emerging markets, why have
ships?" asks Dimitri Anagnostopoulos of ABN-AMRO.
"There are many complex
psychological elements in their
decision making. But many stay
simply because of sentimental
attachment."
. It is an open question whether the successor generation
·has the same commitment particularly in the light of the

difficulties over the Greek flag
and the potential impact of the
ISM Code.
"The Code is a big question
mark," says Marianna Moschou
of Citibank. It won't be easy for
smaller owners to get ISM certification and have the resources
to implement it.
"What will they do? Pool?
Join forces? Sell to bigger companies? Give the management
to internationals? Or try to find
charterers who for the right low
freight rate won't ask for ISM.
"All the theories will have to
be tested when the deadline is
reached."
Despite the requirements of
banks, insurers and port authorities in developed countries,
there will still be trades to states
where inspections are not so
strict. Some small owners may
try for a time to continue working such routes without compliance.
But if they fly any but the
laxest flag and have anything
other than dodgy finance and
insurance cover, they, too, eventually will have to abide by the
rules.
Mrs. Moschou believes that
ISM should drive older vessels
out of the market because of the
cost of becoming ISM compliant. "With rates as low as they
are today, they will probably be
sent for scrap. But we've said this
so many times in the past, I don't
want to say it's the only thing that
might happen. This industry is a
real challenge to predict."

Far East slump

Returns in shipping during the 1990s have been low at around 10%- about
what an entrepreneur might expect to earn by investing in industry ashore
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There is uncertainty about
the long term effects of the Far
Eastern economic slump. For a
time, during the winter, rates in
both the bulk and tanker trades
halved. It looks as though the
volume of business in the
medium term will be down
around 30% in bulk trades and
10% in oil cargoes.

John Hadjipateras,
president, London Greek Shipping Cooperation Committee:
"All we are asking is what the
European shipowners get from their
governments. If we don't, Greek
shipping will exist as a business but
not as a Greek flag."

The loss of trades to Malaysia
and Indonesia were relatively
easy to absorb. What really hurt
was the loss of Korean business.
There is nervousness about
whether the contagion will infect
Japan and China and possibly
even spread to western economies.
"The question," says Constantine Caroussis of Chios Navigation, "is how long and how
deep will be the crisis. Anyone
who says he knows at this stage
doesn't."

Heavy borrowing
According to John Hadjipateras, president of the London Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee, Greeks in
1996- 97 bought some 6 mn dwt
of vessels, mostly aged 15 years
andover.
Caroussis is pessismistic
about their prospects. "A lot of
people bought middle-aged and
old ships and are quite highly
leveraged. They are quite liquid
but it is not easy to pump money
into a business in a falling market when you are highly leveraged."
Stathes Kulukundis, on the
other hand, is optimistic. He
believes that cash rich predators
could benefit. He says that there

is a lot of relatively modern Far
Eastern tonnage the owners of
which may be strapped.
"A number of Greek companies are quite cash rich and we
could see inexpensive contracyclical buying.
"The secret of bulk shipping
is acquisition and disposal at the
right time. When you have
people with exposure that needs
to be addressed, then you also
have opportunities."
Eric Shawyer is chairman of
the Baltic Exchange and thus
well placed to see the global picture. He says that "a lot of people are badly exposed and some
will get burned.
"The Greeks aren't any worse
off than anybody else. In fact,
they're pretty fly and keep their
order book within reasonable
limits.
"But everyone will get hurt if
there is a knock on effect in
Europe and the US."
For the moment, the flag
rules regarding the number of
Greek seamen to be employed
are the main bone of contention.
"Greek shipowners cannot
stay in the registry and commit
suicide," says John Hadjipateras.
"We have to survive. All we
are asking is what the European
shipowners get from their
governments. If we don't, Greek
shipping will exist as a business
but not as a Greek flag.
"We want Greek officers but
the rest of the crew should be
allowed to be foreign at the
discretion of the owners.
"It's a political game. The government is trying to show off to
the crews that it is adamant and is
standing up to the owners to
prevent unemployment.
"What they don't seem to
realise is that if all ships quit the
flag then there will be no ships
for any sailors."
If the present rules are maintained then, the result could be
only small fleets flying the Greek

Eric Shawyer,
chairman, Baltic Exchange:
"The Greeks aren't any worse off than
anybody else. In fact, they're pretty
fly and keep their order book within
reasonable limits."

flag, says Emmanuel Vordonis
ofThenamaris.
"Shipping is an international
offshore business which is highly
demanding. You must be able to
find the best people around the
world, in order to man big fleets .
It's one thing if you are looking
for 40 people and another if you
employ 3,000.

Officer shortage?
Vordonis says big Greek
shipping firms are no more
Greek than IBM is American or
BMW German.
"The system needs to create
as many Greek officers as are
truly willing to become seamen
then let us buy the rest from
abroad.
"This total liberalisation
would definitely employ all
available Greek seamen, not because of any compulsory regulations but because vessels
would return to the comparative
advantage of the flag.
"If you have 12 officers on
1,000 ships that's fewer than five
on3,000.
"It would mean, though, that
international conventions on
labour would have to be as
strictly regulated as those on
hardware."
Most Greek owners want
Greek deck officers but there
could be a shortage in coming
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years as the present system of
sandwich courses is not turning
them out fast enough.
The system provides for
candidate officers to go to sea
for three tours of duty during
their academic training.
But it is not working as well as
it should because not enough
owners are happy to bear the
cost of having cadets aboard and
captains are too busy at the
moment coping with new rules
and regulations to provide
adequate instruction.
"We need a Greek officer
structure and a system that
brings young officers through,"
says Constantine Caroussis.
"The mistake in the law is
requiring [the hiring of Greek)
ratings. The able bodied
seaman is a dying breed in
Greece. There are no young
cooks around wanting to go to
sea. You may choose to have a
Greek bosun but the choice
should be left to us.
"Greece is a maturing economy hanging on to its seafaring
tradition. But the manning of
ships is now a third world job.
Greece is past that stage. People
aren't interested in going to
sea."
Historically, sea captains as
they have grown older have
moved ashore to become desk
captains managing the industry. Some have become shipowners in their own right
founding such successful firms
as Eletson, Tsakos and Costamare.
"We want to be able to create
Greek officers and crew," says
Hellenic Chamber of Shipping
president George Gratsos,
"because
eventually
the
shipping of any nation depends
on the know how and expertise
of its nationals.
"Europe accounts for 35% of
world trade. It would be very
unfortunate if in 30 years time it
no longer had the expertise to
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Constantine Caroussis,
director, Chios Navigation:
"We need a Greek officer structure
and a system that brings young
officers through. The mistake in the
law is requiring ratings."

man ships to carry those goods. "
It's estimated that every $1
earned at sea by an EU flagged
ship generates another $2.5
ashore.
"This is something that the
European Commission is concerned with. It is important that
we have a system appropriate to
retaining our maritime know
how but one which is also consistent with achieving competitive
manning costs."
The government is caught
between two stools. It wants the
contribution to GDP that comes
from a large flag fleet but it also
wants job security for the country's seamen many of whom come from Aegean islands which
are considered to be border areas."
"It's a Catch 22 situation,"
says Gratsos. "We need Greek
officers. But we have a cost pro-

blem. You need a best man to
marry the cost problem with the
maintenance of Greek know
how. "
The PNO has said that ifthere
is any relaxation on crewing
levels then the government or
the EU must provide subsidies
for reorientation of seamen as
has happened in farming.
But this still does not square
the circle. In the event of another world war, Europe, even
today, would
not
have
sufficient trained national
seamen to man the merchant
fleet required to supply forces
overseas.
The European Commission
has been wrestling since 1996
with the notion of a common
maritime policy that will
address
this
and
other
problems.
An early working paper suggested that that governments
might serve as Gratsos' koumbaros by providing shipowners
with state aid in the form of
exemptions from social security
obligations for seamen. But, the
document added, shipowners
benefitting from such aids
would have to demonstrate that
their vessels contributed to their
national economies and thus to
EUGDP.
This could mean shipowners
being required to pay tax on
their earnings. Whether they'd
be prepared for that is anot her
matter.
0
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FOR THE RECORD
In our special survey No. 27,
Power to the People , on page 36,
it was reported that Dr. Angelika
Gouskos is a member of the law
firm Kyriakides-Georgopoulos.
She is an independent lawyer
serving as special legal adviser
1
1 to the management of the Public
j Gas Corporation. The team
I which is preparing the tender
, documents for the sale of 49% of
! the three EPAs which will

I

construct, operate and exploit
the low pressure network
consists of the merchant
bankers N.M. Rothschild &
Sons and Alpha Finance and
the legal firms of KyriakidesGeorgopoulos and Denton Hall
of the UK. A summary of
prequalification documentation
was released on April 18 and
the prequalification period
ended on June 1, 1998.
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